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IZ2 PERSONALITY AND WRITINGS OF AL-JUNAYD 

Another Letter by ABU'L QASIM AL-JUNAYD to ONE OF 
HIS FELLOW MYSTICS1 

May the beauty of that which God, the Magnificent, the 
Resplendent, has granted you, shine before you undimmed. 
May He grant you the clear perception of that which He has 
specially chosen for you and vouchsafed to you. May God 
reveal to you the true nature of your creation. May God prefer 
you by that gift which is not granted to others but is kept 
specially for you. May He bring you near unto Him, close to 
Him before Him, may He bring you nigh unto Him. May He 
grant you the jous of familiarity in proximity to Him, and may 
He commune with you. May He choose for you His beauteous 
behests and be your intimate! May God grant you His aid in 
those significant stations, the state of proximity to Him~ 
through His gifts of strength, assurance, quietness, acquiescence 
and composure. May God grant all this to you so that the ideas 
which occur to you and the revelations which reach you are 
not too much for you! When God first became your intimate 
it is so overpowering that amazement and astonishment over
whelm you in your ineffable discovery. 

How can this be described, or the intellect perceive it,. 
unless it be that God grants His control to the perception and 
His care to its secrets? Where are you when God has taken you 
entirely to Himself and has received before Him that of you 
which He desires? When He has granted you the indulgence 
of His communion and favoured you with the ability to answer 
Him? In this state you are spoken to and you speak; you are 
asked about yourself and you ask questions. The words com
municated are as unique pearls, testimony upon testimony, a 
cloud of witnesses multiplying continually, harbingers of divine 
grace. They are as heavy rain from every side, generous donors 
to you of glory from God the glorious. Were it not for God's 
gift of grace and His vouchsafing His holy spirit then would 
man's mind be completely stupefied before Him and his 
perception, in the presence of God, utterly shattered. For God, 
may His praise be exalted and His holy name be sanctified, is the 
generous benefactor of him who puts his trust in Him and 
cossets him to whom He has granted the gift of companionship. 
1 For the preceding letter see p. 6z. 
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God carries for them that burden which He has undertaken 
:and they bear that which He desires them to carry. To them 
has He granted the privilege of perceiving Him. 

May God grant us and you the station of the elect nigh unto 
Him! 

Verily my Lord hearkens unto prayer and is nigh unto His 
worshippers. 

The Letter of ABU'L QASIM AL-JUNA YD IBN MU:tJAMMAD 
to YABYA IBN MU'ADH OF RAYY-Mcry God have mercy 

on them both 

May you not be absent from Him who sees you by the barrier 
of yourself, and may that barrier not prevent Him from seeing 
you! 

May you not change when God translates you from your 
present state, and may your state remain essentially constant 
when God translates you from your normal self! 

May you not be far removed from the true perception of 
God's revelation to you and may God's revelation to you not 
be far removed by the absence of revelation to you! 

May you continue in timelessness to apprehend timelessness 
when you too are in your eternal state. May the Eternal always 
be your support for that of you which persists eternally! 

Thus, then, you are in your pristine state, in the state before 
you had existence, in union with God but separate, and in that 
unity supported by God with no witness to see you. 

May you not lose your spiritual individuality when you are 
absent from your temporal individuality as a result of the 
unknown when you are absent! In this state " where? " has no 
special significance since the concept of whereness is meaningless 
for the omnipresent. (If we say) God destroys (whereness) the 
destruction is itself destroyed in the eternity (implicit) in God, 
who brings all things to an end. 

The union of that which has been separated and the separa
tion of that which was in union with Him, are both ideas of 
Separation implicit ~ perfect union with God. Thus it is that 
union takes place through itself and for itself. It is union with 
God which God has made. 
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Another Letter by ABU'L QASIM AL-JUNA YD to ONE OF 
HIS FELLOW MYSTICS 

May you continue, 0 created being, to remain at the gate of 
God, by His help and through His grace directed towards Him, 
seeking that which is of God's love in you. May you continue 
to enjoy those aspects of God and His extraordinary revelation 
which He vouchsafes, that love of God in you, which God's 
love grants to you, and whereby He brings you near unto Him. 

God has chosen that in you which He desires in order that 
He may select you for that special gift which He has chosen 
for you. First God chooses you, then He causes to appear 
before you that with which He intends to endow you: with 
this He overwhelms you in the magnificence of His revelation, 
elevating you high above the vision of your fellow men, con
cealing your true nature from them. He withholds from them 
the knowledge of your (high) status and in His graciousness 
to you, He reveals to you the essence of the secrets of your 
status. 

In this state you are in a place which its creator has buried 
away and hidden, He has concealed all traces of it from the 
perception of him who would perceive it. Thus, in this state, 
you are in the unseen world of whose true nature there can be 
neither doubt nor denial. 

These are truths which can be apprehended with certainty, 
though direct vision of them is (by their very nature) denied 
to physical perception. Over and above these truths are to be 
found the Unity of God, the dominion of His divinity, His 
separateness from the beginning and for ever, the perpetuity 
of His eternal continuance. Here, then, is the perception of 
those that understand shackled and the learning of the learned 
halted. This is the objective of the wisdom of the wise. (This 
is as far as words can take us.) What has been described is of 
the highest elevation and is as far as we can go since man's 
description of God is limited subjectively. 

This, then (the limitation by man's perceptual range), is the 
gulf which divides the spiritual from the material until the day 
of resurrection. On this day, after humanity has passed a time 
in that gulf, when they have been brought back from the dead, 
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they will know and recognize the gift of life and the donor of it. 
Their life is eternal and persists for ever by God's decree. 

In what preceeds, I have only indicated what can be des
cribed at great length, but in this essay there is no place for a 
full description. 

0! my Brother-may God be pleased with you-I have 
received your letter which I was delighted both to read and 
interpret. I rejoiced in it from the beginning to the end. I was 
happy to discover the esoteric knowledge, fine wisdom, indica
tions both clear and illuminating. That which you indicated 
was not concealed from me and I saw clearly that which was 
clearly described. All this reached my comprehension since I 
knew in advance the object which you sought. It is clear to 
me whether the thought leads, the object of its train as well as 
its origin, where the thought begins and where it ends and 
what happens to him in whom God inspires this train of 
thought. May you never lack the closest bonds with God, their 
continued existence through Him with Him. The conquering 
victories have prevailed, the clear manifestations have appeared 
and lead to the strength of their dominion, a dominion which 
is maintained by that constant victory resulting therefrom. 
These victories multiply and remain hidden, although in fact 
they are revealed in strength. These victories prevail against 
every onslaught, gloriously conquering without " where " and 
without " whether " essentially without progress to an objective 
and not leading to a limited destination which can be defined. 
These victories are completely overwhelming and universal. 

Aha! and what can come after this? God has made them a 
target for Bala' and the object of His trial and banishment. He 
has brought upon them trials which were pre-ordained, He 
gives them unadulterated death for a potion and causes to 
happen to them that which He wills. Some there are who try 
to hold off the decree, who are pertinacious but are conquered, 
others accept without a struggle. Neither the one who accepts 
escapes through his resignation, nor does he who struggles 
get freedom from Balci' through his pertinacity. Their life's 
break is imprisoned by its very nature. At the height of Bala' 
they are restrained. They choke as they drink that bitter and 
deadly draught, they are face to face with death. If the spirit 
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man can be said to pass away, perhaps that is its rest, but in 
death, the very pain of the taste of death imprisons. The soul 
and the hope of ultimate salvation after death is gone. But 
before death, their only course is Bald'. 

0! my Brother, I have been able but to describe a few 
aspects of these people. I would not lengthen my discourse 
with a further description of their state. There are some who 
have heard an account of what these men have undergone, and 
before what ultimate realities they have come. These onlookers 
conceive the ambition of seeking after that elevated aim before 
they have passed through the state of reality (which precedes 
it). They are confused in their appreciation since the incorrect 
states appear to them like the correct states while the height of 
complete proximity to God is concealed from them. What 
happens to them is what would be expected for them, and error 
is continuous throughout their days. For themselves, they 
thought that they were of the elect, but in fact they were not. 
They were convinced that they had achieved a high state, a 
false conviction which goes with their present state. 

Alas, alas ! How far indeed are they from achieving that 
eminence! How grievous their error of judgment of their own 
attainment! May God protect us and you, my brother, from 
being in a state which is not compatible with genuine reality, 
and not closely associated with that which God has established. 
In spite of what I have said about this state and what appertains 
to it, it is none the less an intermediate stage between two states. 
When it is revealed it shows itself to be a separate state between 
two stages. God's intention with regard to it was not in itself, 
but when truly achieved, it reveals in its turn, the next stage. 
It is only after this stage has been traversed that it is possible 
to have the knowledge of the great, the stages of the noble, the 
place of the wise, and the true exposition of the understanding 
of the learned. This :final stage is one which, when a man thinks 
of it, and tries to describe it, or has the intention of explaining 
some of it, then " their faces are downcast before the Living, 
the Existing, they are undone by their burden of iniquity." 

0! my Brother! May I not miss the point of that which 
you indicate which God has revealed to you! May I always 
have happiness from you when you reach the goal which God 
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has revealed to you. You are indeed one of my close com
panions, you share in my longings and are one of the leaders of 
my fellowship. You are of the friends of the heart for whom 
my devotion is sincere. Are you not one of those that remain 
of our brotherhood, one of us who has been singled out? Are 
you not the recipient of that Grace of God who benefits us all? 

0! my Brother! Please continue your grace, your con
descension, your good deeds, your writing to us and your 
communicating with us. We derive great joy from your good 
news and are delighted that you continue alive. We rejoice in 
the greatness of God's gift to you! Should you consider us 
worthy please continue to enlighten us as your duty, but if 
you cannot :find us worthy, please continue to enlighten us out 
of the goodness of your heart, a gracious gift from you to us. 

To you, then, be the peace of God and His mercy, and on all 
our brotherhood. 

A Copy of the Letter (Kitab) by AL-JUNAYD to 'AMR IBN 
'UTHMAN AL-MAKKI-May God grant (this) mercy to both 

May you reach the highest peak of acquired knowledge and 
inborn wisdom, may you achieve the highest possible state of 
confident knowledge! May God bring you into His intimate 
companionship and may you be of those who are nearest to 
Him! May God grant you familiarity with the :finest of His 
revelations so that you have complete comprehension of them! 
So that you have this knowledge with confidence and com
prehension. May you achieve the highest pinnacle of its per
fection and have that clear and dominant view which comes 
from the comprehensive knowledge which you have achieved, 
which God may grant you abundantly. Once you have achieved 
this confident knowledge you will no longer need to seek after 
God because by means of this knowledge you will see the 
Truth directly. Moreover, where opinions differ in the realm 
of scientific knowledge, you, for your part, possess perfect 
certainty. 

Thus, then, does God make of you one who helps his 
brethren to achieve the object of knowledge by his explanation 
and comment. The true and satisfying conclusions are revealed 
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to them by the means of his discourse. His status is a happy 
source of pride both to those who can be with him when he 
teaches and also to those who are absent. Surely God has made 
you a light whose brilliance fills the universe, whose brightness 
rises and illuminates all heaven and earth. Thus all creatures 
can achieve their perfect happiness, felicity, and attain that 
noble, all-embracing aim they seek (and these then) are the 
manifest signs within which the chosen teacher is clothed, the 
external appearances in which he is dressed. When this is seen 
(it must be realized that) restraint in its appearance happens, 
it is withheld, barred and hidden so as not to appear. This is a 
secret which so bewilders the mind that it cannot explain it. 
Such inspiration is granted to few, it is withheld and reined 
and kept back from most. This is a secret which intellect alone 
cannot perceive, which understanding (academically) cannot 
achieve. Alas, alas ! the most learned are sealed off from this 
knowledge, the comprehension of the greatest doctors cannot 
attain it. For God is unique, is single and exalted and removes 
the nature of His existence in the sight of man by denying him 
His vision. How many an aspirant in God in his mind, and 
how many that would show their inspiration, when they try to 
prove the bounty that is theirs, when they try to describe their 
privilege, can only babble and show their perplexity and are so 
bewildered that they cannot explain it. In spite of their thoughts 
their words require interpretation. 

When the ignorant man hears the discourse of the learned, 
he thinks he understands his point, but in reality (the learned 
man is also) in utter darkness and does not fully appreciate the 
subject of his discourse. In the midst of his discourse he is 
impelled by the essential truth of his subject and draws the 
listeners' attention to attempting to understand the words he 
uses and to follow out the verbal positive commands and 
observe the prohibitions. But this is only part of knowledge. 
When you are yourself satisfied that you have certain knowledge, 
this knowledge is part of you before you have imparted to 
others what this knowledge demands. Of necessity its advantage 
and its light through its mark is clearly apparent to you. This 
is the verdict of knowledge against you when its mark is clearly 
apparent in you. Therefore, beware 0 thou who hast donned 
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the garb of learning, whom his fellow men point out as a 
scholar but who falls short of knowledge in its pure reality. 
Be aw;re of what I have said and be wary of public fame. This 
is but the bitter death of the type of scholar I have described, 
and God's verdict against him. 

When the scholar hears the discourse pronounced by the 
wise man, when he actually has heard the exposition which he 
expounds to him, he bows his head lost in thought a~d the? 
after concentration he sobs and his tears last a long tlme, his 
sobbing is intense. He is most deeply distressed. At that point 
the wise man approaches him and says: "Nc;>w (tha~ yo~ 
realize your shortcomings), when the sun of wisdom rises it 
will shine on you, the rays of its light will reach you. And then 
the darkness of your ignorance within the sphere of your 
knowledge will be illuminated, those things which you h~ve 
overlooked and which bar your way to full comprehensiOn 
will be removed. And I hope that thereby, that the things you 
have spoilt will be set right, that which you have lost from _vour 
keeping will be restored to you." 

Now when the scholar hears this approach to him by the 
wise man his distress is assuaged and he ceases from his bitter 
tears. Then he turns to the wise man and says: " Give me 
more of this medicine because it has cured my wound, and my 
hope and desire to answer my problem is now inten~ified. 
And save me by your kindly treatment and your gentle. wisdo~ 
from the confusion which you know so well to be hidden m 
my secret soul, fro~ those evil desires concealed withi~ me. 
In the past up till now there was concealed from me those hidden 
things within me (which were denied to me). You have 
revealed them to me by your excellent description of them. 
You have enabled me to perceive by your kindly gentleness 
that which was concealed." The wise man then said to him: 
" First you must praise God always for granting you ~he 
revelation of this and for his putting you in a position to perceive 
that which you lacked. Stand abased and humble before H~m. 
Approach Him with quietness and humility, and pray to Hi~. 
Surely, then, your communing will not be concealed from Hi~ 
and ·He will hear your prayer. When you have reached this 
stage you have obtained thereby an intercessor with Him. 
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For surely you must realize that the speech of the wise is void 
except when it is permitted by God. When the wise speaks he 
who listens profits. This aspect of the grace of God to His 
creatures is like the rain from the heavens which God sends 
down to revive the dead earth. You surely know the verse in 
the Qur'an: 'Look, then, at the signs of the Mercy of God, 
how He revives the earth after it has died. God surely revives 
the dead. He can do all things.' In the same way God will 
give new life by means of the speech of the wise to that faculty 
of perception in the hearts of those who had been heedless 
which they had slain by turning away from Him." 

The scholar said to the wise man: " Yes indeed your 
' ' description fits him perfectly. I now can hope from what you 

have said in your wisdom and in your exceedingly generous 
kindness that you will liberate me by your guidance from the 
sorry plight of my ineptitude, that you will extricate me from 
the depression brought on by my lack of progress by means of 
the opportunity of meeting you. Now I realize that my object 
is to discover what it was in me which led to that sorry plight 
when I did not practise what I knew, when I failed to keep up 
with the demands of my knowledge, to discover that which was 
hidden in my own soul, that which was concealed and overlaid 
within my innermost secret consciousness. This is an object 
which I have not yet attained nor is my knowledge sufficient to 
enable me to reach it. Now, in so far as God has helped me 
through you, I see more clearly. God has granted me this 
that His revelation to me by you shows me something of that 
which I seek. And with the limited knowledge at my disposal 
I realize how very much more there is to be known which I 
have not attained. There are recondite and hidden mysteries 
which I have neither seen nor known. So, 0 wise man, reveal 
to me my present spiritual state which you know better than 
I do. For surely the physician knows more about the ailment 
of the sick man than the sick man himself, and is in a better 
position to diagnose the cause of the illness and prescribe the 
treatment to cure him." 

The wise man said to him: " Knowledge begins to dawn 
on you which will enable you to understand what is due from 
you and to you in this matter. The first glimmer of spiritual 
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awareness lights the way to your perception and you are now 
rousing yourself to move towards that which is concealed in 
your innermost soul. You must realize that the spirit is heir 
to greater ills than the body can sustain. The diseases of the 
limbs and the organs are easier to cure than the illness of hearts 
and minds. For the diseases of religion and the afflictions to 
which faith is liable are a cause of destructions and lead their 
victims to Hellfire and expose them to the anger of the Almighty. 
Indeed the illnesses which afflict the spirit are in quite a different 
category from the illnesses and diseases which happen to the 
physical body, which are afflictions for whose cure there is 
hope, whose ill effects can be overcome. In any event you may 
still hope for God's reward. 

" You must realize that the learned physician who is experi
enced and the wise and educated man who gives counsel are in a 
better position to understand the illnesses of the body and the 
diseases which occur affecting faith. The reason is that when 
they give an opinion it is the fruit of their personal experience, 
whereas the person who is himself afflicted is unable to describe 
his illness accurately. The diagnosis made by the informed, 
experienced and perspicacious physician reveals to those who 
are ill what they themselves have suffered and indicates to 
them those features which they have missed. So that what is 
described in words is as vivid as if it were before their eyes. 

" And now I shall describe to you, in this manner, certain 
features which will give you encouragement and grant you all 
that which you seek in your question. May God grant us the 
necessary strength.~ 

Know, then, a scholar concerned with knowledge, that 
when you wake up you will realize in what intoxicated per
plexity you were, when you come to become aware of your 
overwhelming ignorance. When you remember exactly what 
you thought you will realize the harm of your forgetfulness. 
When all is well, and you are recovered, you will be able to 
appreciate how ill you were. 

Know that all this is a preoccupation which, when present, 
prevents you from having true knowledge of God, is hurtful 
to those who have it in so far as they become clothed-as it 
were-in perplexity. Yet this knowledge of the state of being 
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clothed in confusion and lost in darkness is one which God 
brings about in the worshipper and makes a fixed stage in his 
~iifi experience, a valid argument on the day of judgment. 
So do not worry about this you who are so concerned, who 
are so anxious quickly to get rid of it, nor should you worry 
about the confusion of intoxication, of being overwhelmed, of 
being in a state of forgetfulness and perplexity when you come 
to practise through what I am about to describe to you, when you 
hasten towards the goal towards which I encourage you, when 
you seek early to achieve that which I indicate to you. For 
surely the purity of ~idq, and the completeness of your devotion 
to your object, will lead you to that place which is at once the 
entrance gate to that which you love and the exit from that 
which you dislike. Nor will it bar your way from achieving 
that which you desire-for in God is surely the source of all 
strength-unless you lack perseverance in your efforts, which 
God requires. So beware and then again beware lest you 
should be found in any way lacking, lest I should meet you and 
find you lax and your efforts slackened. For it is your sincerity 
in maintaining absolute purity in your perseverance on which 
you ride the course to your desired objective. Thus, then, I 
have placed you on the right path, or on the first step of the 
ascent and you are now well on the road. 

Now know, 0 you who are cautious, devoted and assiduous, 
that the circumstance which prevents you and those in your 
state from achieving your goal after you have acquired the 
necessary intellectual appreciation through constant long hours 
of study and protracted meditation in collating your knowledge 
and increasing its field, is your inclination towards indirect 
sophistical interpretation and your predilection for worldly 
standards of which you yourself are unaware. Now there are 
many types of those devoted to indirect interpretation. There 
is the type who is aware of his own failings and recognizes 
his hidden fallibilities, but none the less continues to interpret 
indirectly, to rely on fallible knowledge and from time to time 
forgets the inherent weakness in his method of deducing 
knowledge. There is also the type that favours indirect inter
pretation with the objective of clea:r; and proven truth in his 
deduction. But in this process he cannot escape his own 
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unwitting prejudice which must influence him in his aim. As a 
result he has an overweening trust in the conclusions which he 
achieves and relies on them exclusively. Such, then, is his 
position. The conclusion then to which his indirect interpreta
tion has led him is in accordance with our first description and 
he appreciates what is concealed within himself, what is hidden 
in his soul, since he has used knowledge as an instrument, and 
a means thereto. He has donned the raiment of knowledge, 
put on its clothes and reveals in his indirect interpretation the 
traces of his knowledge. He calls the attention of the world to 
his interpretation, gives his name to the views he holds and 
expounds them to the people. Now when his position becomes 
known, when his fame spreads abroad and people come to him 
he is personally delighted with his following and flattered by the 
praise of the ignorant-praise which he scarcely deserves. 
This public approval breeds confidence in his method of inter
pretation and he claims for himself a position he does not 
rightly deserve. His head is turned by the continued chorus of 
applause, the deepness of their respect for him, the awe with 
which they speak of his findings and he has credit for that which 
God knows to be the very reverse of that which is concealed 
deep within him. When he has established his reputation with 
the common people and the ignorant, and the multitude who 
praise him wrongly and in error, he looks to a reward for 
publishing his knowledge and is pleased with his immediate 
reward for his knowledge. He has become a vendor of know
ledge at a cheap price, of little account. He accepts the ephemeral 
in exchange for the eternal, in exchange for the garments which 
God bestows as a reward for right action. He becomes of the 
number of those whom God reprimands in the Qur'an about 
whom He has told us through the tongue of Mul;lammad. 
The verse runs:_ " Moreover, when God entered into a covenant 
with those to whom the book was given that they should 
expound it to their fellow men, and not conceal it, they cast 
it behind their backs and sold it for a sorry price. How bad 
was the transaction!" And again we have the verse: "And 
they have had successors to succeed them, they have inherited 
the Book and taken the ephemeral good things of this world 
saying the while ' ultimately we shall surely be forgiven,' but 
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still they continue to seize on the ephemeral attractions as they 
did before." But God holds their action to be wrong and 
states His view explicitly in the Qur'an. He stresses this point 
for those of his worshippers who understand. The responsibility 
that goes with knowledge is made abundantly clear beyond all 
later possibility of debate or pretext however specious. More
over, God continues to give us the stories of the prophets
on whom be peace!-and describes for us their qualities. He 
tells us of His covenant with them, that they should give over 
the things of this world and devote themselves with all their 
might to the external things of the spirit. This they do without 
the condition of a price, without the desire for a reward. 

For surely the prerogative of knowledge which carries with 
it the responsibility of instructing the laity is of its very nature 
without worldly reward, but carries with it the raiments of God 
and a home in that garden of paradise which He has made a 
home for those that trust in Him and obey Him. God says to 
Mul;tammad: " Say: I ask no wage of you for this, nor am I 
one of the specious pretenders," and elsewhere He says: " Say: 
I ask no wage of you for this except that you should love your 
relatives." Similarly in the stories of the prophets recounted in 
the Qur'an we read that Noah said: " I ask of you no reward 
for this, nor do I desire to." There is another verse: "My 
reward cometh only from Him who created me." And there 
are many such verses in the Qur'an. Such, then, was the conduct 
of the prophets among the nations and the manner of life of the 
learned among the people that they took no price for the 
knowledge which they imparted, and asked for no reward for 
their teaching. For surely a reward which the learned take for 
imparting knowledge is an unlawful profit, as is that reward 
which the Rabbis and the Jewish wise men took though they 
had specifically forbidden it. In support of this we read in the 
Qur'an: " Had not their Rabbis and sages forbidden them 
from saying lies and consuming unlawful profits, surely that 
which they had done would be Evil! " There are indeed many 
stories about the forbidding of the acceptance of this type of 
reward. An exhaustive argument of this point would be 
extremely long, but what has been explained is sufficient and 
adequate, "God is the guide." And as for that section of the 
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learned community which expounds and is of the opinion that 
its exposition is the truth exclusively, they have come to the 
wrong conclusion, because knowledge of the truth escapes 
them. The doubts and difficulties which they experience are 
that aspect of their error which shows up only after they have 
become involved in that error and confused in its evil implica
tions. These people are they who have based their guidance 
on the exposition of men whose counsel though sincere is 
wanting, men whose fate it is not to light on the ultimate truth 
which they seek. They aver: " Mankind has the greatest need 
for our knowledge. The purpose of our knowledge is the 
establishment of righteousness for all mankind, by which is 
meant respect of the leaders, consultation with them and 
modelling our lives after theirs. So also should we respect the 
princes and the chiefs and the aristocracy." Therefore, they 
seek out and co-operate with the caliphs, the princes, the learned 
and the aristocracy. 

This action they suppose to be for God's sake and they 
hope that it will have its reward. They reckon it to be one of 
the loftiest actions of the very highest degree and carrying the 
richest reward. It is, however, to the mighty that they bring 
their knowledge and by means of it they knock at their gates. 
They seek strenuously to pass on their knowledge to those 
who have neither asked them for it nor asked them to come to 
them nor respect them for it. To begin with, they must have 
the humility of the suppliant and ask of the chamberlains 
permission to suter; they must suffer the humiliation of long 
waiting at the door, whereafter some are permitted entry and 
others rejected. Those that are rejected are humiliated, 
punished, mortified and return to their homes made low and 
mean. In this wise they continue the labour of going and 
returning, going and returning-this is the cause of their ruin 
and destruction-till finally they achieve that after which they 
sought. But they have forgotten God whom they worshipped 
originally and it is this forgetfulness and neglect which carry in 
their train the paths of death. They are overwhelmed by the 
afflictions and diseases of the soul. Their perception and their 
minds are seduced by the wealth which the mighty have acquired 
in this temporal world and they come to prefer the things of 
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this world to the next because of their tinsel-shine, their fresh 
charm, the magic of their perfume. 

And know, 0 seeker after the preference and glory which 
knowledge inspires, 0 searcher for intimacy with God by means 
of good works exclusively for God, that the feet of the people 
have strayed from the right paths and that their hearts are not 
evenly balanced in their search after their real objective. They 
have turned aside and follow subconscious motives distracted 
by superficial beauty and misted by the ambition of fame, the 
desire of public respect and honour which is the due of that 
knowledge which they seek. We see them delighting in the 
concourse gathered before them to hear their wisdom, delighting 
in public recognition and reference to them as authorities, 
scholars whose views are decisive and whose dicta are final. 
Their ambition has become overweening and their appetite for 
praise unsated. If they do not receive this recognition they are 
dissatisfied, if they do not achieve what they delight in, they are 
angry. Do not dare to ask them about the excess of their anger 
or station, they blame all who would oppose their capricious 
desires. It would be possible to describe their extreme emotion
alism in all they do at considerable length, bu~ I have contented 
myself with what springs to my lips. I trust that the flow of 
my description and account is an ample sufficiency for you! 

And therefore put on now the garments of caution, don the 
clothes of fear and take unto yourself the shield of reverence. 
Stand before God in constant servitude, examine your heart 
constantly, weigh your actions deliberately, energetically pursue 
the performance of good actions and be completely sincere in 
seeking your aim. And all this while let your spiritual and inner 
aim go hand in hand with a constant awareness of God and 
complete concentration of Him. Be then one who devotes to 
God that complete energy and devotion which is due to Him, 
one whom God praises of the number of His sincere worshippers 
who will receive His glorious promise and His rich reward. 
We read in the Qur'an (29.69): "These who have striven 
towards us shall we surely lead on our paths for God is always 
with the righteous " and again (4.62): "Had they done that 
to which they had been exhorted, it would gave gone better 
with them and their faith more firmly founded." Now these 
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two verses give the key to the attainment of goodness and the 
achievement of correct and straight guidance. So take unto 
yourself as much as you can of what these verses teach and 
persist in God's teaching which is revealed in them. And be 
particularly careful in the light of what has gone before in your 
handling of exgesis of holy texts. Beware of misunderstandings 
which may well invalidate the whole of your religious practice 
a.nd lead to nothing but chagrin. 

The scholar then said to him: " 0, wise man, you have 
spoken of the very matter which was in my mind and attained 
to the uttermost doubts which exercised me. What is more, 
you have described things whose value I perceived but dimly. 
This I regard as both grace and mercy from God to me. Surely, 
God has made you the means of bringing to my notice essential 
matters the gift of which is God's grace to me through your 
agency. Were it not for this gift I should have been lacking in 
understanding and like those whom you have described. By 
means of your sincere teaching you have enabled me to avoid 
their errors and misunderstanding. That which God has 
endowed me with through you is a gracious gift. He has raised 
my appreciation of the teaching for which He has found you a 
fit and worthy channel. I refer to that part of your teaching 
which explains and expounds the three types of schoolwear and 
reveals what is wrong in their approach, where they deviate 
from the right path in religious practice, where they have strayed 
from the road. I was in sore need that you should describe to 
me the nature of those whose worship of God is based on true 
knowledge, those who fulfill their religious obligations as they 
should, those for whom to know the right is to do the right. 
Those who fulfill their obligation to pass on their knowledge 
and who are praised when they spread that knowledge abroad 
and make it kn~wn to their fellow men. Their purpose in giving 
this instruction is a religious one, altruistic, piously directed 
and of good name. These are men who are not influenced by 
greed nor deceived by a show of tinsel, who are not the prey 
of desire, nor slaves to their appetites, nor led astray by the 
world. They err not nor do they sin and are abundantly aware 
of what they are about." 

Then spake the wise man and said: " Rejoice in that God has 
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opened for you the gate of questioning and enabled you to 
couch your questions clearly. This will surely-God willing-· 
lead you to carry out good works, to give virtue the substance 
of action and, as is my pious hope, will lead you by smooth 
paths to full sincerity of worship. Seek then the Lord whole
heartedly and in the acquisition of wisdom and devotion to that 
branch of it which attracts you, beware lest your inmost self 
becomes a victim of those ills which will deny you true wisdom. 
Learn to control your innermost perceptions for verily wisd_om 
for those who desire its comprehension and those who hotly 
seek its acquisition can be more loving, more affectionate, and 
more devoted than the most tender of mothers and gentle of 
fathers." 

And now I see learning like heavy clouds wide spread 
above you, rich with the promise of life-giving water, their 
deep shadows foretelling imminent rain and your hopes high 
for it. Seek, then, the rain which is in these clouds and wait 
patiently where it will fall. And make you plea to God who 
brings on the rain, who spreads wide the clouds, who removes 
famine, who gives freedom to the bound. 

And know that God gives life to the dead desert places by 
a drop of her merciful rain which he causes to fall upon them. 
Seek out these places which require and receive the life-giving 
rain and you, too, will be well watered. For surely the first 
light showers from these clouds will cure your ills and the 
steady rain which follows will wash away from your innermost 
being the leaning towards the things of this world. When this 
rain pours on your body it will wash away from you all your 
spiritual afflictions and when you taste it its exquisite flavour 
will kill all passion within your soul. 

And know that when the Almighty likes one of His wor
shippers He makes his path to God easy and clears this road of 
obstacles. He makes the time of his journey short and brings 
him to the glorious home and vouchsafes to him an exceeding 
reward. 

I hope that God who has inspired you to ask such pointful 
questions and endowed you with such clarity of purpose in this 
conversation we have had will grant you by His grace and 
mercy the status of those selected by Him from the number of 
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His saints and familiars who themselves have been chosen by 
God from among His worshippers. 

And now-if God will-I shall describe to you the nature 
of those who know the truth (AHL-UL-I::IAQA'IQ) among 
the learned who practise their learning and whose devo.tion to 
it is complete, whose every effort is devoted to f~lfillll:g the 
obligations implicit in their learning, who seek learrung wlt~out 
any ulterior motive, and who, in their seeking, are not dece1ved 
into following earthly appetites nor so influenced thereby that 
they do not achieve the essence of that knowledge. Nor do the 
wily distractions of this world touch them. " These are ~he 
truly godly who shall flourish." Know, then, that t~e genwne 
scholar, prior to starting his searches for God,. m~st m the first 
place have the right attitude and. the correct ?bJ.ectl':"e. He must 
constantly observe what is taking place wlthin his soul, and 
keep close watch on his desire to s~ek G.od as it emerges. Nor 
will these genuine scholars perrmt the1r feet to take a step 
forward or any of their limbs to make any movement at all 
before their decision has been, in their own view, adjudged to 
be a valid point of departure. They then undertake their s~arch 
for God in the light of what learning has taught them b~s1cally 
and they continue in this wise and in accordance :V1th the 
testimonies of learning. Now the nature of that whtch God 
gives them in the beginning makes their hearts sensitive, 
cautious and fearful, all three qualities being present. togeth~r 
and restraining their physical movements, controlling the1r 
inward thoughts, and staying silent for long periods. N_one the 
less, they fear that they may have fallen short of that which God 
expects of them by way of effort in their seeking after knowledge 
-and they redouble their efforts and, in seeking aft~r know~ed~e, 
they achieve that state wherein the name of God 1s on theu lips 
-and their minds constantly upon God. This will protect them 
from familiarity with the company of those who seek after 
knowledge, that accompany them on the road. Thus it is that 
they themselves are in a state which is quite different from that 
of those who are with them. Whenever any folly issues from 
this company they turn aside, whenever there comes from t~em 
any sinful neglect or diversion they become fearful and attentive. 
Whenever a disturbance arises from company they concentrate 
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on maintaining their own attitude and redouble their hold on 
themselves. They pray to God for His guidance for those in 
their company and hope for their good and that they should 
stay on the right path. They bring no harm to their fellow men 
nor do they speak evil of them, they do not malign them nor 
blame them, but if they should see evil in them they have pity 
for them and pray for them when they become aware of their 
deficiencies. They recognize what is evil, reject it and avoid it, 
they recognize what is good, approve it and practise it. They 
do not despise those that have deficiencies because they recognize 
such weaknesses as universal. Nor do they detract from the 
laudable virtues which are possessed by those who are inferior 
to them, on the contrary they acknowledge these qualities to 
the full. That which God has implanted in their fellow men is 
abundantly clear to them. They know, through their true 
knowledge, how to assess the validity or invalidity of the claims 
of their fellow men, how to retain their equanimity at all times 
whenever they perceive that which is reprehensible in their 
fellow men. In all that they do they are led by pity for their 
fellow men and complete trust in God and they are devoted to 
seeking true knowledge. While they study true knowledge their 
tongues pronounce praise of their God, their hearts hasten to 
put into practice that which they learn, their ears listen and are 
fully receptive, and their bodies press on to the service of God
may He be exalted! When they gather true knowledge their 
conduct is fine and when they understand it they acknowledge 
that this is a grace of God's to them. Nor do they cease to be 
assiduous in their seeking after knowledge and extreme devotion 
to it and they are constantly in the company of him who has 
true knowledge until they themselves have obtained the fullest 
part of it, the greatest share of it. When they have achieved 
that which they sought for as aid and the object which they 
required, when they have achieved that state of knowledge in 
the light of whose truths they can act at all times, then do they 
return to the reconsideration of what they have written and the 
reassessment of the aim to which they directed their writing. It 
is this state which withdraws them from contact with the 
community and which causes them to dwell in seclusion wor
shipping God. Then the need of the people for them is real and 
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their status as those fully devoted to the search after the true 
knowledge of God is recognized and the level of their attainment 
in that knowledge is known. 

Their superiority is recognized and respected univers~ll~, 
their status-as it we.re-sallies forth into the world where 1t 1s 
accepted on all sides. Some are co~pl~tely ~evoted to t~eir 
studies, ignoring the mass of humaruty 1n the1r preoccupation 
with the worship of God, giving preference to those holy works 
which God reveals to them by means of the knowledge they 
acquire and refusing any substit_ute f?r the worship of God, 
rejecting any change from that !solation re:vealed to them by 
God. And others are inclined to spread the1r knowledge, have 
the urge to teach it and find in teaching their greatest virtue. 
They therefore are happy to spread their knowledge for Go~'s 
sake, and are completely devoted therein. They seek to o.bta~n 
God's greatest regard and hope for a blesse.d return to ,Hu:~. 1ll 

the hereafter. In this they are never w1thout Gods nght 
guidance. As a result, whatever they may say is by virtue. of 
their knowledge and their silence, is d~fere?-c~ to the1r ~a~ur1ty. 
When they seek to give an explanation 1t 1s well w1thm the 
comprehension of their audience and when many people gather 
round them they are happy to serve them, and when they are 
about to leave they give them their counsel. They pass on such 
knowledge as they have acquired in simple language .soundly 
expounded, their counsel co:n::-es from t~~ ~eart and the1r words 
are exact. They are patient w1th the uru~tiated and d_o not hold 
error against those that err and have m1ssed the pomt. None 
the less they never pretend to agree with anyo~e who is wrong. 
They forgive those that do them wron9 and give to tho.se who 
have withheld from them, they requite good for evil, they 
overlook those that trespass against them, they do not see~ for 
their actions a reward from man, nor are they concerned e1ther 
with praise or commendation. All their energies are .conc~n
trated on God in all their actions and with complete smcenty. 
With their good works they seek God. They d? not acc~pt 
world things from those who offer them out of the1r generosity, 
nor do they long for free-will offerings. They see the w?rld 1n 

that perspective ordained by God .and are content with the 
portion with which God has prov1ded them. They do not 
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occupy themselves with what is not lasting nor do they toil with 
what is ephemeral. He turns his desire away from the trapping 
of this world and turns his back on the beckoning of its bright 
fascination. A little, provided that it is pure, satisfies him, he 
is content with what is sound and upright, he abstains from 
anything doubtful and he turns his back on complex matters 
even to the extent that he does not take advantage of certain 
things which are explicitly lawful and is chary in his approach 
to what is indispensable. Of all that the world can offer and all 
that is therein he prefers abstinence and adherence to constant 
and active worship of God. He has pity for those who are 
taken up with the things of this world and is sorry for those 
whose attitude to the world is demanding. He does not consider 
this world to be an adequate portion for those that seek it nor a 
fair price in return for the effort of those that devote themselves 
to it. He looks on this world fully conscious of its transience 
and aware of its imminent disintegration. This is the limited 
significance of the world in his opinion and its status so far as 
his knowledge is concerned. And this person, over and above 
what I have already described, is always alone and much in 
retirement, continually devoted to his worship of God. He 
finds spiritual satisfaction, happiness and inner content in 
confirming his good works in the direction of his Master and 
his hope for reward is fixed on his return to God in the next 
world. When he comes out of retirement to appear before 
those who have come to him to seek that perfected knowledge 
which he has, he does so with complete concentration and 
genuine good will. He regards this as a pious and good work. 
Moreover, he is always in a state of concentration on the main 
objective, when he is in retirement he is completely occupied 
with the worship of God, making every effort to approach 
doser to Him. Thus it is, that this state of consciousness of 
purpose to come nigh unto God is also realized when he comes 
before his fellow men to spread abroad the learning he has, and 
to be a teacher of that which God has taught him. At all times 
he is afraid of God and hears him, a cautious and respectful 
awareness of God and ever present with him. He does that 
which his knowledge demands and is just both in advice and 
in his decisions. He is one of the experts in religious law, and 
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in what is permitted and what is forbidden and of the best 
informed in all matters pertaining to Islam. He walks in the 
footsteps of the prophets and follows the way of life of the 
saints and the righteous, he does not stray after those innovations 
(which, through contrary to tradition, have gained a measure 
of currency in Islam), nor does he refrain from accepting the 
agreed tradition of Islam. In learning he is expert, well grounded 
and strong and his attitude is clear, explicit and balanced. He 
does not side with any sect and is meticulous in adopting only 
the most valuable view. He has no leaning towards scholastic 
theology, never does it occur to him to consider it, he does not 
attack authority nor say evil of it, but he would like to see civil 
authority upright in every sphere. He holds the view that 
authority must be obeyed, nor will he separate himself from the 
community. He holds that rebellion against authority is an 
action of the ignorant who are not righteous, of those who have 
gone astray and are in error, those who seek rebellion and are 
enamoured of corruption in this world. These are they who 
are hostile criminals, who do wrong, who are in error, these are 
they who follow a path which is not that of right guidance, 
they are associated with error and distraction and in their 
rebellion against authority they turn their attention to worldly 
things. Now God has raised the status of the learned above 
these things and has made them leaders in the right path, good 
counsellors both pious and trusting in God, sincere, exceptional 
and outstanding, fine gentlemen, great, merciful, generous and 
saintly. God has made them unfurled flags of truth, lighthouses 
erected for guidance, made up paths for humanity. These are 
indeed the scholars among the Muslims, the truly trusting among 
the faithful, the noblest of those who are pious. They are 
those who guide in the crises of religion, and theirs is the light 
which leads in the darkness of ignorance, the brilliance of their 
knowledge shines through darkness. God has made them the 
symbol of His mercy for His creatures, and a blessing for those 
of humanity who so choose. They are the instruments whereby 
He instructs the ignorant, reminds the negligent, guides the 
seeker aright, grants to those who have through them are good 
works increased, and the noble state in religion reached, the 
traveller on the road of religion is encouraged by them and 
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those whose religion is strong and complete are made firm by 
them. These are they who have filled and beautified their lives 
with consciousness of God (text, dhikr li'llah, an allusion to the 
practice of dhikr). They pass their lives in good and fine works 
and thus they leave behind them for their fellow men a praise
worthy memory and the brilliance of their light shines clearly 
for their fellow creatures. He~who makes a choice from the 
brilliance of their light is illuminated thereby, he who follows 
in their footsteps is guided on the right path, he who follows 
their mode of life will be happy and never depressed. God has 
granted them everlasting life and the fulfilment of a peaceful 
death and they find that their good works performed during 
their lifetime accompany them to the next world and give them 
pleasure. God has made the completion of their lives their best 
moment and their spiritual state at death most elevated. 

And now, you who have asked me about the quality of the 
genuinely learned who act according to their knowledge during 
their lifetime; I have described for you something of their 
nature and given you a considerable description of their fine 
actions. Had it been my wish to give you an exhaustive des
cription of them and the account of them which they merit, 
my letter would have been very long and my answer far larger. 
What God has inspired me to mention on this subject is sufficient 
for one who is on the right path and adequate means to attain 
the ultimate good for him who performs that which is pref
erable. 

The learned man said to the wise man: "0, gentle and 
merciful teacher, instructor of good counsel and of wisdom, 
your description of these people has made my heart worry and 
you have filled my breast with fear. By your description I know 
my status and my rank and I fear that my knowledge which I 
now have may be beyond my endurance, because of what you 
have made clear about the extremity of my incompetence and 
the persistence of my being left behind. When I became 
aware of what you say I deposed myself, and became convinced 
of my misfortune and inadequacy. How, then, can I find a 
way out of the baseness of being backward, a road of departure 
from the blameworthy qualities which l have, a point of entry 
to initiation on to the path of the initiated. For in my view to 
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withhold myself from this step is a sin, and to remain in the 
state in which I am now is a complete loss." 

The wise man said to him: " You must realize that you 
asked about an exalted matter, an elevated and enormous 
subject. It is easy for those who practise its virtues to overcome 
fearful obstacles in their search for it, to carry great burdens 
and to bear exile from their native land and to dispense with 
property. Few indeed are they whose love for God is so strong 
that God has made it easy for them to give up their bodies and 
their very lives, for whom the achievement of their desire over
rides everything. 0, questioner about the status of the elect, 
about the ranks of the learned and the states of the great leaders, 
those that follow in the footsteps of the prophets, set about 
giving up everything which might divert you from the path of 
the initiated, which might hold you back from God's guidance 
and from righteousness. Be zealous towards God and in that 
which will bring you nigh unto Him. Know that your devoted 
attention to anything in this world, whether it be small or great, 
is a barrier between you and the next world, a means of obscuring 
your vision when it should be clear. Stop your consciousness 
from giving its attention to that which when perceived will 
make you lacking and inadequate. Purify your consciousness, 
make clean your inward thoughts by exclusive concentration 
on the main purpose, by complete and exclusive devotion, being 
of single purpose, zealous to achieve your objective. When you 
are cured of what was hidden in your secret thoughts, your 
external appearance, which is known and seen, will be vindicated. 

" Beware lest you deviate towards anything, though its 
significance be trifling it will lead you away from that which is 
clearly virtue; surely he has the worst of the bargain at all 
times who sells much of permanent value for little of what 
does not last, who., is occupied with worldly matters at the cost 
of neglecting the next world. 

" 0, you that seek the ideal in state and path to God, your 
prime undertaking which brings you nigh to your God, is the 
practice of denying the world and turning away from all things 
towards which the appetites of your soul may lean, be they 
small or large. For even the small things to which you lean 
must take something from you in her perception, preoccupy 
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your heart and distract your mind. And it is in proportion to 
the strength or weakness of that small desire for the world that 
the strength or weakness of your preoccupation will vary. It 
is in accordance with the incidence of this distraction that the 
understanding of that which you seek will be obscured. For 
your actions will be effective and your hearts will be preserved 
in purity only when the distractions of the world are cut from 
both of them. 

" If it should happen that something distracts, even though 
it be small, it becomes at once your labour and the object of 
your labour, and makes distant from you your awareness and 
comprehension. It will hold you back from achieving that 
perfect state. Be wary of what will incline you to worldly things 
and turn you in their direction even though its power may be 
trifling. In becoming completely free from all this you will 
exclusively achieve a fully balanced state, perfection of action 
and speech." 

The scholar said to him: " I submit to your guidance 
unreservedly, and concentrate entirely upon it. I have no other 
occupation for my heart than it and recognize in it my right 
course of action. My hopes that through the righteousness of 
your guidance and through the rightness of your preaching and 
through the veracity of your counsel to me that God will 
bring me to all that for which I hope and the fulfilment of what 
I seek. I have seen the very springs of wisdom flowing from 
the deep, enclosed secret of yourself out upon your tongue and 
reaching me and imparting to me some measure of what you 
intended for me and I tasted of its water what I could assimilate 
and it brought me new life and proof of your desire to be of 
use to me. So give me more of that whereby life becomes 
stronger, and which brings me back from death, which was my 
past state, to that future so fraught with change. For, surely, 
the only thing left to me on account of which I can turn to 
God on your behalf is to entreat Him to vouchsafe to you a 
fine reward for what you have done for me, that this recompense 
to you should be in keeping of what is worthy of Him and His 
companionship to the faithful. 

"0, wise man, since you have woken me from the slumber 
of error, and roused me from the dreams and the dozing of 
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forgetfulness, it has become possible for me to apprehend your 
purpose. That which I found has compelled me to do certain 
things, and I found that the discovery of my own inadequacies 
impelled me to overcome them and achieve a clear judgment 
and certain knowledge." 

Now in what concerns what God has made easy of inspiration 
and what knowledge itself requires by way of further exten
sion ... 

A Letter of ABU'L QASIM AL-J~NAYD to ABU YA'QUB 
YUSUF IBN AL-J:IUSAYN AR-RAZI-Mtry Allah have mercy 

on them both 
May God reveal to you the true nature of His revelation, 

and grant you the greatness of His favour and graciousness. 
May He contain you by embracing you yourself in the fullness 
of His beneficences which, when they reach you, are the grace 
of His raising you and exalting you. Then will you be where 
no other is a mediator between you and Him, but you will be 
in a relationship with God based on that which God has given 
you. That which God has given you is something chosen only 
for the chosen among the elect. He gives you a place, after 
selection, among those whom He has specially for His saints. 
He chooses you by His choice of the great ones whom He loves. 
These are they whom He has marked out by this preferment 
for the height of His companionship. 

Their first steps directly towards Him on the paths which 
lead to Him are to remove all other than God on their way to 
Him. By God's aid they reach Him first of all others that seek 
Him, their footsteps are elevated up to Him alone when they 
have left behind all great desires. Then do the lights of revelation 
shine upon them generously, God's companionship flows over 
them like the rising..flood, with all the generosity of an exuberant 
flow. Its downpour is overwhelming, like that of heavy, con
tinuous rain, like the rich milk of steady piety. It utterly over
whelms and stupefies the human perception of those whom God 
marks out by piety. God dazzles those whom He wishes by the 
brightness of His sudden appearance. 

Now to what extent and by what means is this stage of piety 
entered? I refer to this stage of piety which is achieved in the 
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heart_s of those who are thereby honoured by God. And how 
and 1n what d_egree can ~he intellect of him who approaches 
that stage of p1ety hold him back from it? Surely this cannot 
take pl~ce solely by the deed of the subject, even though he be 
t~e object of God's honour. Nor can he perceive this state of 
p1ety, the _secret of _the saint, even though the subject be firm 
and ~stablishe~. It 1s only God who can put this on, on behalf 
o~ H1s comparuons and friends, in the same way as it is He with 
H1s strength and power who imbues it into those who carry 
His throne. It is God who protects those whom He has chosen 
to be His personal companions. 

In view of what has preceded, it is clear that when God 
desires to create this state of piety in a man, He calls upon him 
t<? concentrate with all his being on God and He approaches 
rugh unto the individual whom He has selected. He takes unto 
Himself permanently the individual whom He has chosen as 
the recipient of the gift of His secret. Thus God's complete gift 
b~comes the possession of those who are brought near unto 
H1m and abide with Him. Mter these come those who are 
brought near to God, and after these come the saints of all 
t~pes. Now all t~ese have noble gifts which God has generously 
glVen them, wh1ch He has bestowed upon them by way of His 
gifts and His graciousness. 

This is their favour and their fortune from God their ever
lasting_ and eternal gift. Now all this, though it 'is of over
whelmmg value and a mark of special favour which God reserves 
f<?r his _elect, though it is the most precious of His gifts to His 
p10us, 1s none the less of the nature of a veil which obscures 
the divine vision from all except the selected few whom God 
has specifically indicated. It, therefore, follows from this state 
of affairs that we have been describing the conditions of the 
beginning of the knowledge of God by the chosen few who 
have b_een specificallf selected by God for this knowledge. Nor 
can this ~ver b~ achi~ved by any individual in whom anything 
earthy st1ll surv1ves, 1n whom the potentiality of an inclination 
to sin still exists. 

0, my brother, may it be God's will that you and I join the 
companionship of God in this fuller sense, the company of those 
whom God has taken completely unto Himself! 
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And now to the body of my letter to you, 0, my brother. 
As you may know, the paths of righteousness go smoothly, 

the ways or uprightness are clear and well prepared and smooth 
for the steps of those who travel by them, they are wide enough 
for the journey of those who seek to travel by them and brightly 
illuminated and pleasant for the hearts of those that desire them. 
And yet how few are they that seek them? How few are 
righteous enough to travel on them? The paths are without 
travellers and lonely as a sequestered rutting camel. They are 
like the desolate, deserted places without inhabitants to tend 
them though God has made these places potentially habitable 
and promised any residents or travellers the finest of garments. 
Of all God's creatures none desires this elevated station. 

I find that knowledge, in spite of the many who claim to 
possess it, and in spite of the universality of those w~o seek 
after it, is none the less bereft of human possessors. It 1s a rare 
quality beyond the capacity of the multitude, both solitary and 
distant. And this is because those that seek after it do not do 
so with all their might unreservedly/ do not show the necessary 
pertinacity in their search. I find that most people are ignorant 
though they claim to have knowledge. It is abundantly clear 
that many who, in their own eyes, perform that which is required 
of them, none the less lack that special knowledge. For, alas, 
most men's attention grips tight on the material world as they 
seek what their hands can hold. They prefer present profit and 
concentrate the whole of their perception in their devotion to 
worldly virtue. Surely their longing is limited by so little an 
object in the spiritual universe. And so, reluctantly, I find that 
which they seek is unworthy, is even reprehensible, for surely 
these are not works for the after life, they are utterly perplexed 
and cannot appreciate what this world brings upon them. 
There is none to wake them from their stupor. And yet if you 

• 

' (j~ is used hereby Junayd in the sense of "sincerely," "entirely" much in the 

same way as it is used in the essay on Sidq and Ikhl.iif While {5 ,)..,.,p in early Arabic 

seems to describe the correct relationship between the worshipper and God which soon 

becomes what we should term" righteousness." There is reason to believe that Junayd 

by ~Jiifi extension used <3~ in the sense of sincerity as a quasi-technical term. 
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tell him of his plight he will deny it. Here, then, do we see the 
comple~e victory of evanescent earthly deception and complete 
perple:x1ty and lack of comprehension of the things of the world 
to come. 

A~d so? my brother, since humanity is so constituted, how 
great Is their need for the gentle scholar, the sympathetic counsel 
of the teacher, the right guidance of the preacher! And you, 
my brother-may God be pleased with you !-are one of the 
few left of those who have passed on; you are one of the 
scholars universally recognized, one of the greatest of the wise. 
And you-may God be pleased with you !-know that God 
has made a covenant with those who know Him, who have 
knowledge of Him, those whom He has chosen in the Qur'an, 
those to whom He has granted comprehension of Him, those 
wh?m He has specially selected and endowed with the ability 
to mterpret the Qur'an ·to the masses, to whom He has given 
the fullness of His faith. It is with these that He has made His 
covena~t, that~ in ret~rn for this knowledge of God, they 
should Impart It to their fellow men and not withhold it. As 
we read in the Qur'an: 

"The Rabbis and Jewish scholars in that to them was 
entru~ted the care of God's book ",1 and "Why do their 
Rabbis and scholars not forbid them from uttering sinful 
words and eating that which is forbidden? Their works are 
surely evil."2 

Now you, my brother, are one of those still left to whom the 
Bo~~ of God is entrusted, to whom its interpretation and 
declSlons are known and, as I see it, it is incumbent on you to 
expound to your fellow men that which God has granted you 
and to make public the grace which God has vouchsafed to you. 

So~may God have mercy on you-turn to your disciples 
and give them your full attention, face them and concentrate 
on them, give them of the knowledge which has been vouch
safed to you, grant them your kindness, and privilege them with 
your guidance, with that fine teaching which leads them to God. 
Be generous to them with that of your knowledge which will 
help them, and show them the confidence of your understanding. 
1 Qur'an 5, 47· 
1 Qur'iin 5· 66. 
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Be with them both by night and by day and give them that 
special cognisance of your experience. 

This surely is the right which the people have over you, 
their prerogative. You will remember the verse in the Qur'an 
when God addresses His most noble creatures to whom He 
grants respect and status. " Be patient with those who call on 
their God morning and evening, seeking His face, and let thy 
gaze on them not cease, nor be disturbed by the pomp of this 
world. Do not obey the calls of those who forget us, who 
follow their own desires, whose case is lost; but say, the Truth 
is from your Lord."1 This is God's injunction to His Prophet 
Mu]:lammad the chosen. 

My brother, it was not my desire to draw your attention to 
a privilege and a duty which you neglect, not to any suspected 
deficiency-surely God will guard you from any lapse or 
omission, from any deficiency or relaxation !-but God says: 
"Teach for instruction is of avail to those that believe."2 

Now I began my letter to you with a view to establishing 
our closer contact, seeking your attention and your good graces 
and hoping that it would cause you to write back to me. So 
please do as I ask and grant me that further pleasure which 
would delight me. May God make you the instrument of aid 
to your brothers. 

None the less, my brother-may you be guided on the 
right path !-there is just one minor point I should like to raise. 
It is one which I had first to learn myself and which I now 
venture to pass on to you in the hope that you too will add to 
it and in your turn teach it to me. And I should like to apologize 
in advance in the event of your not accepting it. Accept it only 
if it appeals to you as being true and accept it only as a piece of 
advice, since I present it to you as a suggestion for what it is 
worth: nor will I take exception to you if you reject it. 

My brother, be dutious with your fellow men and be sure 
you understand your contemporaries. This is a primary con
sideration. Further, speak only after you are sure that you 
know your listeners.* 

*Note: The manuscript ends here abruptly. 

1 Qur'iin x 8, 28. 
• Qur'an 51, 55· 
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KITAB AL-FANA' 

A Discourse of the IMAM ABU'L QASIM AL-JUNAYD IBN 
MUJ::IAMMAD-mt!JI God sanctify his sou/ 1 

" Praise be to God who severs the earthly bonds of those 
of His worshippers who seek Him and only Him and who 
grants the favour of His truths to those who reach Him, who 
find their support in Him, when He gives them (real) existence 
and grants them the favour of His love. Those that know Him 
does He list as His saints enjoying the various degrees of His 
benefactions. To them does He show the strength which 
emanates from Him and He endows them with something of 
His (divine nature) so that the passing thoughts which they 
encounter do not take possession of them. Nor do those 
qualities exist in them which might cause them ultimately to be 
lacking in the ability to achieve true unity with Him, Tawfiid, to 
be completely divorced from this world. All this, then, is in 
accordance with God's call to them, their potentiality for 
intimacy with Him, the appearance of the Unseen and the 
proximity of the Beloved." 

I heard J unayd continue as follows : " Allah granted me the 
favour of this intimacy and then veiled Himself from me with 
the veil of my corporal limitations. And I am myself the source 
of my tribulation. Woe is me! Allah first beguiled me2 and then 
disappointed me (of His vision by my own physical weakness). 
It was my presence with Him which was the cause of my absence 
(from this world). My joy in my vision of God was the goal of 
my intense effort. But now my strength is gone and my spirit 
is departed. I have no taste for life nor can I savour the joy of 
His vision. I can no longer find true pleasure nor true pain. 
The world is become vapid. Yea, the very words I was wont to 
use have passed beyond my control. No phrases come to me, 
nor does any incentive invite me. That which was revealed to 
me has left me at the stage at which I was at the beginning." 

1 The title calls this work a Kaliim, which may be translated" discourse." It seems to us 
that Junayd when writing this essay chose the literary form of tile spoken word and of 
questions and answers. 

1 The Arabic word is d> "' which literally means " desired me." 
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Junayd was asked: "How is it possible for_you t? sRea~ in 
this way since no phrase comes to you and no mcentlve 1nv1tes 
you? " J unayd replied: " I spoke when I was absent from my 
normal state and then an overpowering vision and a refulgent 
brilliance took possession of me and induced in me a state of 
Fana' creating me anew in the same way as He created me _at 
first when I had no existence. Nor had I any sway over H1m 
since no one can influence Him. Nor had I any knowledge of 
Him because He alone has this knowledge. Did He not obliterate 
my identity by His own nature and in this process my perception 
passed from me because I was close to Him. He is the Creator 
and the Re-Creator." 

I asked Junayd: "What do you mean by the phrase 'He 
induced in me a state of Fana' by creating me anew, in the same 
way as He created me at first when I had no existence '? " He 
replied: " Do you not know that God said ' When God took 
of the sons of Adam ' " and he quoted the verse as far as " We 
witness."I " In this verse God tells you that He spoke to them 
at a time when they did not exist, except in so far as they existed 
for Him. This existence is not the same type of existence as is 
usually attributed to God's creatures, it is a type of existence 
which only God knows and only He is aware_ of. God ~n~ws 
their existence, embracing them, sees them 1n the beg~rung 
when they are non-existent and oblivious. of :heir future e:nstence 
in this world. The existence of these 1s umeless. Th1s, then, 
is a divine existence and a God-like conception2 which becomes 
only Him. 

" It is for this reason that we said, that when God granted 
existence to His worshipper, He caused, as it were, His desire 
to flow over him according to His will. This was possible 
because of God's divine and unique quality. This type of 
existence, then, is without doubt the most perfect and pene
trating. It is the most significant, dominant and more f~lly 
described as conquering, victorious and genuinely overwhelmmg 
than the normal existence which appears in the worshipper, 
because in the divine existence his individuality is entirely 
obliterated and his worldly existence departs from him. This is 

1 Qur'iin 7, v. 171. 
• Idriik 1/iihi. 
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because no human quality survives nor does normal human 
e~i~tence c??tinue, as we have made clear in describing the 
divine quahties of God's Truth and God's Victory. 

" Now hand. in. hand with this spiritual metamorphosis goes 
a metamorphosis 1n values. Thus the pleasing is not of the 
accepted order of the pleasing, God's generosity is no longer of 
th~ usually accepted order of His generosity, because God 
neither feels nor is felt, He does not introduce variations into 
His nature. No one knows the nature of His kindness to His 
creatures, since it is a divine kindness which only God can know 
and do. In view of the foregoing we said that God has obliter
ated what appears to the worshipper and when He has over
whelmed him, God shows Himself as the most overpowering, 
the perfect conqueror, the completely victorious." 

. So I aske_d: " What can those, who have the quality des
cribed, find, 1n view of the fact that you postulate the removal 
of the essential nature of their existence and their knowledge? " 
He replied: " Their full spiritual existence is of God and from 
G?d and is revealed to them from God through His word and 
His. complete sovereignty. This full spiritual existence is not 
ac?Iev~d th~ough their own unaided efforts, nor is it what they 
nnght lmagine after complete subservience to God when their 
perception is removed and their soul annihilated, since God is 
separate from. them and not bound to them. How can they 
find or descnbe what they have not experienced or lived 
thr?u_gh, or what they sought for and had no knowledge of? 
This lS proved by the tradition which we have. It is related that 
the Prophet said: ' My servant draws nigh unto me by works 
of supererogation and I love him· and when I love him I am 
his ear, so that he hears by me, a~d his eye, so that he s~es by 
me.'1 

" The Tradition continues in this wise but I have adduced 
an extract long enough to prove my point. That God is his ear 
so that ~e hears by Him and his eye by which he sees, is the 
formulation of a conception which is hard to comprehend. How 
can you bring it into the scope of your knowledge? If any one 
were to make such a claim it would be manifestly wrong, since 

1 This l;Iaditb is can~nical, accepted by traditionalists. It goes back to Abii Hurayra. 
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this is knowledge of such a nature that cannot be perceived by 
means which are known to us and understood by us. The 
meaning of this tradition can only be that it is God who 
strengthens him, who enables him to achieve this, who guides 
him and who gives the vision of what He wishes in the manner 
He wishes so that he achieves rightness and is in accord with 
truth. This, then, is the act of God in him, the gift of God to 
him and only to him. It is not to be attributed positively to the 
worshipper, since it does not originate from him, nor out of him, 
nor through him. Nay: it comes over him from elsewhere and 
must therefore be attributed to another source. This, then, is a 
possible interpretation of this secret and independent state of 
the nature described above." 

I asked: " How can this presence before God be the 
cause of his absence, and the enjoyment of the vision of God be 
the ultimate object of his efforts; seeing that it is well known 
that men do enjoy and find presence before God without 
strenuous effort, and are not absent? " He replied: " What you 
say is common knowledge and in the nature of human experience 
as it is usually described. But those endowed with special 
spiritual qualities, those who are the elect, those who have been 
singled out for their extraordinary spiritual capacity, they are 
those whose presence before God is absence, and whose enjoy
ment of the vision of God is the result of their strenuous spiritual 
efforts. This takes place because of the removal from them as 
they are, both of their physical and of their spiritual perceptions. 
This is since God has taken complete possession of them. He 
has obliterated their personality and annihilated their individual 
qualities. As a result it is God who functions in them in all their 
concerns, it is God who establishes the motives for their actions. 
This is but an aspect of his perfection and completeness. 

"In this state they find God's grace though they are absent 
and enjoy an existence which differs from familiar existence 
when the ultimate truth of God is refulgent and His victory 
complete. When the spirit is without that indescribable bliss 
which is not felt by the soul, nor comparable with any other 
sensation, the spirit becomes used to this complete Fanii', and 
finds that its Fanii' prevents it achieving Baqii'. But when God 
brings the spirit back to its normal state, he re-establishes it and 
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gives it back to its own nature. Thus the experience with God 
and from God is hidden, the soul grieves, and becomes used to 
its normal state, because it has lost its :first perfection and highest 
favour. It has been brought back to the shackles of reason and 
perception. Its regret is profound and its anguish for what it 
has lost continues in its conscious existence and present reality. 
This, then, is the reason for the soul's longing, its needs have 
returned to it: how can it not suffer by being banished from 
God? The soul was satisfied and now thirsts anew. 

" Thus it is that the souls of those who have known God 
seek after the green pastures, the beautiful vistas, the fresh green 
gardens-but all other things which they long for echoing their 
experience before God are a source of pain for them because 
they serve only to remind them that they are unattainable and 
recall the lost Beloved. Sad indeed is their lot! 

"The reference (in the I::Iadith) to God's gift of the faculties 
to His worshipper is explicit and not to be taken in a :figurative 
sense. The exact nature of these faculties is known only to God. 
Those whom He endows with these faculties, those who are 
cognizant of them and have been chosen to enjoy them ... for 
those so elect it is not seemly that human concepts should occur 
to them or human motives activate them. These faculties 
constitute a quality which persists after true Panel', when his 
human nature vanishes because he is the presence of God, 
overcome by God's victory, conquered by Him and completely 
possessed of Him, and that his individual characteristics are 
eliminated before the divine presence. Even so, in this divine 
state, he cannot :find a way to reach the ultimate reality which 
now possesses him. It is only in this state that God can be seen 
in His exalted nature, His beatific names be appreciated. It is 
only after this stage has been achieved that it is possible for the 
worshipper to experience the " testing time "; he struggles and 
prevails and is faithful to God and then he is conquered by that 
which obliterates him, that same strength, that elevated spiritual 
stage, that noble relationship with God." 

I said: " What you have told me is indeed remarkable. How 
is it then that those who enjoy this elevated relationship can also 
experience Ba/a? Please expound this for me." He said: " Know 
that at this stage when they seek God it is in accordance with 
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His will, and when they do not seek God, it is also in accordance 
with His will. At this stage, then, when God has complete 
possession of them, Bala' overtakes them because of their 
human qualities which still persist, because of their enjoyment 
of physical pleasures. This, then, is the veil between them and 
God which God has placed between them so that they can still 
retain a measure of their individuality and use both their physical 
and spiritual faculties in this environment of glory, in this 
consequence of praise (dhikr), in victory of God's conque~t. 
How can this be known to you if none but the elect know lt, 
and only they can discover it, and only they are capable of this 
knowledge? Can you understand how it is that they should 
seek God and yet not reach Him though they are helped by 
God's revelation to them, and are aided by the help of God's 
truths? It is because God has made them cognizant of an 
aspect of His existence and given them complete conviction of 
His hidden secrets which are the path to Him when the human 
qualities are obliterated and human needs are nullified. As a 
result, contact with God develops and the spiritual stages 
become elevated as the human perception is lost and the 
individuality passes away. He now presents them with efface
ment after they have lost their earthly individuality and reveals 
to them reality after they have found reality with God. 

" This existence before God and vision of Him still emanates 
in some degree from themselves and is of the nature of a light 
veil or a thin curtain. When they come before it, they are over
come by grief for what they have lost and become aware of the 
intense effort they have made. This is because they have been 
overcome by that which is without cause and that which is not 
subject to external influence. Now at this stage the intimacy 
which they seek with God is in accordance with His will, and 
that from which they -withhold themselves in their relationship 
with Him, is dictated by what He withholds. Their new know
ledge of Him is that which God has inspired in them and not 
that which they know of Him as individuals. Then is their 
abode in strength and they attain true intimacy with God; they 
in themselves become fully preoccupied and there grow up in 
them, from God, the qualities of existence and non-existence. 
At this stage the anguish of the spiritual trial waxes." 
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I asked: " Then describe to me how Balci' envelopes them 
when they have fully achieved this wonderful state, when they 
are constantly near to God." He replied: " They have sufficient 

wit~ what has ~l~eady appeared to them and no longer have 
desues of the spmt. They have given over striving and donned 

the garb of ?od's :rict~ry which has come from His positive 
power and ~is awe.-mspmng glory. At this stage they can view 
the world With theu own perception and do not have recourse 
to the percepti?~ which co1h~s from God since they are wholly 
se~arate and divided from Him, and use their own eyes-God 
bein~ fir~y established in His power and glory. When the 

ma~estatlons .o~ G.od appear to th~m, God drives them through 
the~r own qualities i~ His path of victory and glory. It is a stage 
w~ch they. leave Wit~out any claim to God, preferring their 
uruque spmtual happiness, confident in their new-found inti
macy, .sure of access to Go~, they are free of formal obligations 
and will not be called to give account of their actions. It is at 
this stage of confident intimacy that God's test1 is visited upon 
them suddenly and without warning." 

I said: " You talk far above my head and have left me in a 
whirl. Please be simpler and speak so that I can understand." 
He said as follows : " When those who experience Ba!a' achieve 
that contact with God which He vouchsafes to them and when 

His beh.est c?~es to the~, their inner spirit is metamorphosed 
and their spmt has lost 1ts way, as it were, in eternity. The 
familiar places were not there for a refuge and the former 
homes of the body can no longer surround the new abode of 
the spirit. They are consumed with longing for Him who has 
brought them Ba!a', and moan constantly in the second loss of 
their individuality. This loss has been a grievous wound to 
them, their new state has depressed them. They are very 
sorrowful, suffering deeply as they seek after God. They are 
~:werco:ne by a thirst which is all-consuming and constantly 
mcreasmg. The pursuit of knowledge of God is now the 
constant preoccupation of the soul, it is entirely devoted to 
submerg~g it~ individuality in the att~ment of intimacy with 
God. This thirst from God for God 1s an anguish even more 

1 
The word makara means to scheme and sometimes to deceive. Thus we translate it. 
See Qur'iin 3, 54· 
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intense than the mourning for a near relative. God makes of 
every external form a sign. He gives to the soul the taste of 
poverty and renews for the soul knowledge of the experience 
of spiritual effort. 

" The soul accepts the spiritual burden with its implication 
of suffering, seeks for its cure and is preoccupied with that 
divine revelation vouchsafed to it. As a result, it is able to view 
the remote with the eye of propinquity, to be closer to God 
because a veil has been removed and it is no longer completely 
concealed. Though the soul has Bala' it is not rejected. How 
can it be hidden from God by a veil when it is, as it were, a 
captive before Him, imprisoned in front of Him. God has 
allowed the suppression of the individuality when the man has 
Bald'. The soul no longer arrogates a degree of importance to 
its individuality but is amply satisfied with God's love and 
propinquity. Such, then, is the infinite duration of this newly 
found spiritual life and the intensity of the stage of Bald that the 
suppression of the individuality is completely swamped by the 
lightning flash of God's regard. 

" As a result the soul derives spiritual pleasure from Bald 
' . . 

and is delighted with its Bald' with God, because it can enJOY 

propinquity with God and the sting of Bald' is a:,suaged. T~e 

soul is not bent down under the burden of Bala , nor does it 
chafe at its spiritual load. Their experience makes heroes of 
them because of the secrets revealed to them they stay con
quer~d by God awaiting His commands ' That Allah designate 
what shall be done.'1 Those who have experienced Bald' fall 
into two classes, on the one hand those who are at home with 
their Bald' and live constantly with God's desire ... at the 
same time his interest in worldly affairs continues. None the less, 
he prefers to continue to have physical enjoyment ~s ~ell as 
spiritual pleasure. God therefore makes a test fo~ him ln. the 
continued choice between the two pleasures. It is a glonous 
trial. (As for the second class of those that experience Bald' an.d 
are not spiritually elevated, it is said that the reason for theu 
departure from the state of grace is their lack of spiritual com
petence and the weakness of their spirit. )"2 

1 Qur'iin. 
• This last passage has been added for the purpose of completing the course of thought. 
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KITAB AL-MITHAQ 

IN THE NAME OF GOD THE COMPASSIONATE 
THE MERCIFUL ' 

What follows are Junayd's remarks on the Qur'anic verse 
(Sura VII, verse 172): "~hen thy Lord took the descendants 
of Adam." In the opinion of the scribe, it is suitable to call 
these remarks Kitab al-Mithaq, i.e. The Book of Covenant. The 
reason for this choice of title is that Sahl also has a work on the 
same subject and that it carries the title proposed here viz. 
al-Mithaq. ' 

Praise be to God who has made His graciousness to His 
worshippers, whic~ is the ~evel~~on of His grace, a clear guide 
to k~owled~e of H1m. This spmtual grace is in the measure of 
rna~ s capaclty ~o understand ~nd to perceive. It is the capacity 
wi:Jch enables ~ to _commurucate wlth God before his corporal 
eXlstence. I prruse H1m throughout all eternity and I offer Him 
my gratitude everlastingly. 

I t~stify that there is no God but God, the Unique, the One 
who 1s alone, the Eternal, the Holy. And I testify that 
Muhammad, may God's grace and peace be upon him, is the 
one who has been made perfect by prophethood, and the one 
who has completed (God's) mission .... 

Now God has the elect among His worshippers and the 
chosen of those whom He has created. These are those whom 
He ~as chosen to be His saints and to be the recipients of His 
grac1~usness. H~ has thereby separated them from the mass of 
m~nkmd unto H1mself. But he has made their bodies to be of 
this world, their s~i~its of the nature of light, their apperception 
of the nature of spmt. He made their intellects bounded by the 
throne of God, but their understanding bounded by the veil. 
He has t;nade the above of their spirits to be of the nature of the 
unseen 1n the very dwelling place of the unseen, and he has 
granted them freedom of access to the hidden corners of His 
Ki_ngdom. He _is t~eir only r~fuge and with Him alone do they 
ab1de. In (the1r) t1meless ex1stence before Him and in (their) 
st~te of unity with Him, it is He who had granted them their 
bemg. When He ~ailed them and they answered quickly, their 
answer was a ~rac10us and generous gift from Him, it was His 
answer on thetr behalf when he granted them their being, their 
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function being that of interlocutors. He gave them knowledge 
of Him when they were only concepts which He had conceived. 
l-Ie then wished it, and made them like seeds which He trans
formed at His will into human seeds and put them in the reins 
of Adam. As we read: " And when He brought forth their 
descendants from the reins of the Sons of Adam and took them 
to witness against themselves, ' Am I not,' said He, ' your 
Lord? ' " In this verse Allah has stated that He spoke to them 
when they had no formal existence. This is possible because 
Allah perceives them in their spiritual existence. This spiritual 
existence connotes their knowledge of God spiritually without 
in any way postulating their being aware of their own individ
uality. It follows, then, that at this stage God has existence 
of a sort which is known only to Him and recognized only 
by Him. 

Now God, in recognizing their existence, comprehending 
them and seeing them, created them for the first time in a state 
of spiritual abstraction. Those who existed in the timeless 
existence are those who exist in the world which we know who 
are capable of abstraction from it and can abide with God. 
When they are completely imbued with the divine qualities, 
freed from the shackles of time, and have something of the 
nature of eternity, all these qualities dominate them when God 
desires their abstraction from this world so that they can abide 
with Him in the next, and He can instruct them to know His 
unseen, and so that he can show them the hidden corners of His 
knowledge and can grant them union with Him. 

After their union with Him, He separates them from Himself 
(and grants them their individuality again), then He makes 
them absent (from this world when they are in union with Him), 
and makes them present (in this world) when He has separated 
them from Himself'(and granted them their individuality again). 
Thus it is that their absence from this world is but a facet of 
their presence with God and their presence in this world is a 
necessary cause of their absence from God. (As sentient 
individuals) they are dazzled by the sight of the emanations 
from Him, but with the passing of the faculty of rational 
perception, their individuality passes too, and so He removes 
them from this world. He grants perfection to their Fanti' by 
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granting them the state of Baqci' and perfects this Baqci' after 
Fanci' by Fanci'. ~ 

The circumstances of this world surround them in so far as 
God has willed it, since He wills it in His unique and elevated 
capacity. Whereas their first existence is completely real, is 
better, higher and more conducive to God's conquest and 
victory, and to their complete absorption in Him by means of 
that which He has granted them. In this state God wipes out 
all indications of their existence in this world and removes the 
signs of their corporal existence and their human existence 
vanishes. Moreover, they have no physical attributes, no 
perceptible existence, nor can the indications of their existence 
in this world be comprehended fully. All these indications 
conceal the timelessness of spiritual existence. The bliss of this 
spiritual existence is not comparable with human bliss. Though 
the same word is used, the meaning is different. In both cases 
the general nature of the bliss is the same, but the signs and 
indications are different. Whereas the external signs are pleasurable 
the taste is, in fact, marred by bitterness. Their thoughts are 
constantly directed towards their Beloved and their inward 
thoughts never cease from praising the Lord. At this moment 
the turbulent seas of the zealous God rage against them and 
severe indeed is their trial when they are on the verge of it, and 
their souls weaken while they wait patiently for it. Then that 
which was familiar to them becomes strange and that which 
they knew not becomes crystal clear. They are distinguished 
by their knowledge of truth before God when God creates in 
them the faculty of true knowledge of Himself. This faculty 
emanates from God and must be attributed to Him and not to 
the person in whom it is endowed. The possession of this 
faculty marks the fullness of endeavours before God. 

At this stage God does not give precise definition to their 
trials, else they might rest back, nor does He indicate the exact 
nature of their endeavour lest they rest on their laurels. He 
makes His elect preoccupied independently of one another and 
separates them from one another. Thus, at the same time, they 
are both present and not in existence. The fullness of their 
endeavour is in their enjoyment of the vision of God, because, 
after He has obliterated in them every trace of corporal and 
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spiritual existence, they can find Him themselves, and have 
vision of Him in their new state. In this state he has full 
possession of them and has destroyed their individuality (and 
has removed their characteristics) as we perceive it. In a word, 
perception of the truth comes from the Truth par Excellence, 
that is God, if and when God so wills it, and in the measure of 
His recognition of their worthiness and in His enabling the~ to 
achieve. God, as it were, replaces the faculty of percept10n 
which they had prior to His taking full possession of them. 

He creates in them both the associated qualities and the 
faculty of perception which are in accord with His own type of 
perfection and completeness. As a result, the joy whi~h they 
experience is not of the same order as normal hu~an JOY and 
has in it something of a trial. This is because EXlstence after 
complete personal suppression is not the same as normal huma? 
existence, the ultimate Truth of God is n0w refulgent and H1s 
victory is complete. 

When the spirit is without that indescribable bliss which is 
not felt. by the soul nor comparable with an~, other sen~ati?~, 
the spint becomes used to this complete r:ana , and the l.ndlvl
duals are as it were cast into the desolation of destruction of , , 
the spirit's trials. Then they become familiar with this state 
after Fanci' and no longer are satisfied with their normal taste 
and cannot accept their previous type of existence. God absorbs 
them unto Himself without heeding their attributes or any 
characteristic whatsoever which may be attributed to them. 
He does not heed either those inclinations with which He has 
endowed them which create the describable qualities in them. 
Now these special qualities which enable man to come nigh 
unto God are lost in all his other qualities when man cannot find 
the path to achieve the approach to the highest existence in 
Truth (I:Iaqq) which God has enabled him to have. Thus, then, 
are His high attributes, the strength of His manifestation and 
the glory of His dominion. 

Now it comes to pass that those who, having approached 
God and having stayed with God and having been certain of 
their contact with God, and not having deceived themselves 
about their own experience are put to God's test by the subse
quent complete obliteration of their experience. 
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~ 

At this. st~ge God endows them with strength, high degree, 
hon~ured l~timacy and the glory of close relationship with Him. 
God s test 1s that He now presents them with effacement after 
they have already lost their earthly individuality, with reality 
after they have found Reality in God. 

The severi~ of t~s test lies in the fact that, when brought 
face to face w1th ultimate effacement and true reality, then and 
only then, can they realize the degree of their inability to 
comprehend and the excessive 1 brilliance of the vision which is 
beyond the confines of knowledge and which defies description. 

. Now at this stage the intimacy with they seek with God is 
1n accordance with His will and that from which they withhold 
themselves in their relationship with Him is dictated by what 
He withholds.1 

And their new knowledge of Him is that which God 
inspired in them and not that which they know of Him as 
individuals. Then is their abode in strength and they attain true 
intimacy with God; they are elected to the presence of God who 
had ~ims~lf witnessed their transmutation. What they have 
perce1ved 1s through God who unites each one's perception of 
Him and retains His separate entity. God is above human 
desc~iption and exalted far beyond a similarity with His 
creations. 

ON DIVINITY 
Said Abu'l Qasim al Junayd-may God have mercy on him! 

God was in isolation with the elect and divinity was maintained 
~ ~bs?luteness for them alone. The first appearance of God's 
v1s1tat1on was when He delivered to them the evidences of His 
causin~ t~em t~ appear and made them to dwell with divinity 
f~om 1ts 1ncept10n. God created timelessness, eternally con
t1nuous, lasting always, that which has neither end nor termina
ti~n. Then God added to this the testimony of the power of 
H1s glory, the extent of His splendour, the display of His 
conquest, the height of His elevation, the dominion of His 
sovereignty, the intensity of His awe, the nobility of His majesty, 
the splendour of His rule. He is unique by these qualities and 
1 

Uterally.: And they seek from Him concerning that which He sought from them and 
try to withhold from Him that which He formerly withheld from them. 
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thus allows himself to be distinguished. He is magnified and 
exalted by His greatness. 

Thus, then, God in truth and by the measure of truth, is the 
ultimate truth, and God in truth and by the measure of all 
decisions, is the final arbiter. His unity in the uniqueness of His 
power is one, unique and eternal. 

This, then, is the prime evidence that God has so inspired 
the elect that they can appreciate fully the significance of 
Uluhiya, that He has brought them near unto Him. In this 
state, God enables them further to know those of His fine 
attributes which He had withheld from them, which He had 
concealed within His protection. These attributes, some of 
which have been referred to and others of which have not been 
mentioned, describe union with God and separation from Him, 
according to God's will that they be revealed or withheld. Some 
of these true names of God are self explanatory, their meaning 
is implicit in their use, they are exalted in their ways, elevated 
in their dwelling places, and travel freely. These attributes are 
extinguished when God permits them to be absorbed into that 
which Truth had protected and concealed, had hidden and kept 
away, had covered up and screened from sight; Qualities which 
Truth has overcome and made its own, has conquered and 
made subject. 

Then the manifestations of reality vanish in their division 
without being cut. When it is united (in God) it is extra
ordinarily elevated, magnified in its appearance and ennobled 
by the inviolability of its laws; awe inspiring with divine awe, 
glorious in God's glory, and victorious in God's victory. And 
if you ask how does the conception of " where? " apply to 
this, the answer is that, in so far as the word " where? " can 

· apply to Him, the answer is not confined to the limits of our 
conception of space. this is because " where? " as applied to 
God is in proportion to His timeless continuance. Thus, then, 
the " where? " as applied to or for God is not the " where? " 
which we know, since it is only applicable to divinity. It is an 
aspect displayed by God when all the manifestations of reality 
are united. 

God, then, it is that causes His elect to perceive the awaited 
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ev~d~nce .of His truth,. these to whom this description applies. 
It 1s 1n His separate eXIstence and peculiar knowledge. 

The foregoing is but an indication of what cannot be further 
explained. Moreover, this of its very nature cannot be under
stood from indications, but only when you yourself are in the 
state which is described. I have wrapped up what is in it and 
have not elaborated it. Accept it, then, from the only source of 
it. If God wills He will guide you to its comprehension. 

One of the features which God as creative Truth has 
implanted in the conc~p~on of the separate (human entity)I is 
that He causes to be tntlmately associated with the individual 
the manifestation of that wherewith He clothes His elect. He 
has clothed them with the manifestation of that wherewith He 
has them in His thrall. Thus the elect to whom God makes this 
revelation, are themselves the testimonies to the mysteries 
which He has concealed. Whenever He causes the elect to see 
something of the divine revelation He buries, as it were, the 
man who has achieved this spiritual state in the state of concealed 
mystery. The elect, when they see what God causes them to see 
a.re in a sta~e of continued exaltation inspired by God's revela~ 
tton. At this stage, God's revelation is that of a secret cautiously 
and tremulously. shown, in the unveiling of the hidden, before 
God enables the elect to see past the curtain which conceals this 
unusual divine aspect. Then God shows the evidence of His 
generosity, His predestined affection. He demonstrates this to 
the~ in th~ fact of His receiving them, in showing the glory of 
theu dwelling place, in proclaiming the state of the achievement 
of fulfilment and the attainment of everything which was 
b~loved,. sought after a.nd lo?ged for. This, then, is the perfect 
gift ?f ~tncere comparuonship, the essence of the gift of God's 
proxtnnty. 

Then, when they are confirmed and confident in the stage 
:where God has placed them, God grants them another grace 
tn that He shows them how to lose the temporal shackles of 
their individuality, how to apprehend what He offers them, how 
to renounce the gifts generously given, and the affection 

1 
lsmu'l Tafriqa ~iterally ".the n~e of separation " has been rendered as above, taking 
ISM as a techmcal term m logtc when it is used to particularize a general ideas as in 
ISMU'L-JINSI, genus then generic. · 
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bestowed on them as individuals. He grants to His elect the 
contrary of the former (Vision of God) since He desires to 
bring them to this new state of grace thereby and demands it 
of them. 

If you were to see the elect at the instant of their vision of 
God and the state in which God has placed them, you would 
see nothing but the hostages of captive bodies, the physical 
relics of souls which are about in heaven. God has exhausted 
them by obliteration in the Kingdom of His glory and com
pletely tired them out by His excessive trial in His absence 
from them ... an absence which causes them to cry out in 
anguish, an overwhelming grief which makes them cry aloud. 
God stops their very breathing, imprisons their breath within 
them so that their life's breath circulates only in God, and they 
are as it were made one with Him. This is but part of the , , 
science of T aw(Jid which God indicates to His chosen. 

KITAB FI'L-FARQ BAIN AL-IKHLA~ WA~-~IDQ 

In the Name of God, Most Gracious, Most Merciful, Praise 
be to God, and peace be on His servants whom He hath chosen. 

Abu'l Qasim al-Junayd-may God sanctify his soul and 
give light to his grave-says as follows: 

May God grant thee the happiness of His nearness; 
And may He at all times give thee new increase of His 

goodness; 
And may He protect thee in the shade of His merciful wing; 
And may He make your refuge near to Him, even where He 

has made to abide the souls of His privileged ones-those to 
whom He has given His protection, whom naught can overtake 
and naught can hinder and whose devotion to God naught can 
disturb; 
- The prayers and peace of God be upon His Apostle, his 
family and his companions. 

You have asked me what is the difference between Ikhlii,f 
(unquestioning submission to God, hence righteousness) and 
~idq (a correct relationship with God, hence righteousness). 

Sidq is to keep strict watch and ward on one's soul, after 
having performed one's religious duties and acted according 
to religious precepts. Further, it implies the public performance 
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of all leg~l duties, ~nd that this performance in the beginning 
be based 1n good will and devotion to God-may He be exalted 
and magnified. 

.?~aq is _therefore an a~tribute of the Will and is present at 
~h~ tn~eptton _of the W~ll, at the performance of religious 
lnJuncttons acttng as the tmpulse to the Will inasmuch as God 
makes the way ~nt? Hi~self. It is on this path that .?taq prevents 
you from ~c.qutescmg 1n the desire of your lower soul to relax 
1n ~our r~hgtous du~y. It impels you to accept religious precepts 
platnly wtthout havtng recourse to complex interpretation. 

.?idq therefore existed before the existence of Ikhltis. In the 
Koran we hav~ the p~rase: " He will ask the Sadiq:in " 
~possessors of .?zdq), that Is once they have acquired Sidq, " what 
lt mea~t to ~hem." God has spoken of the ~adiqin using the 
wo~d 1n. a d~erent sense, when He says " This is the day on 
whtch .?tdq will help the ~adiq:in." 

_ .(i~q, in .t~e fi~st passage, implies that God recognizes in the 
Sad191n ~ distmction ~etween their ~idq and their Ikhlti,f, because 
Ikhla.f exists a~ a~ attnbute of ~an in two separate states-in the 
stat~ of Conv1ct1on and Intentton and, secondly, in the state of 
Actton. 

. ~khlti.f,. as an attribute of the Sadiq, is present in his Con
VICt!_?~; lt has. not~g to do with the nature of Sidq, since 
Ikhla.f 1s almost tntuttt_ve. ~ man who understands the meaning 
and purpose of all his actions and does not do those actions 
which do not conform with Ikhlti[-such a man is called Mukhlis. 

Ik~lti[ is primarily the recognition of the Unity of God with 
the Will, and, secondly, the recognition and avoidance of those 
actions which are evil. 

. (The term .?idq is used both of man and of God, but in 
different senses.) When it is used of man, the reference is to 
the order of his piety (.?idq) and not to his Ikhlti.f. When it is 
used ?f ~o~ it connotes Ikhl~.f· Thus one can say "so and so 
has ~tdq with reference to his knowledge of religious precepts 
~nd his assiduity to _i~, their pe_rformance. But one cannot say 

so _and s~ has Ikhla.f. IJ:bla.f 1s a purely personal and intimate 
quality which cannot be directly perceived by one's fellow men. 
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~idq is, then, a patent attribute of its possessor, whereas Ikhla.f 
is not visible. 

The ~adiq is so called because of the _attrib~tes he so patent~y 
possesses. We may call a man a ~adiq havmg observed his 
outward actions. He must also have some degree of Ikh(as 
inwardly. However, in order to sho:V the qu~lities of $adiq, 
the Sadiq has to understand the meanmg of thi~gs, _so t~a~ he 
can accept and do those actions which conform wlth his rehgious 
persuasions and reject those actions which do not conform. 

Ikh/ti.f is superior to ~idq, in that implicit in Ikhla""[ is the 
knowledge of the significance and ultimate purpose of all 
things, and, moreover, he who possesses Ikhla.f. has the_ power 
to resist the evil suggestions of Satan because his heart Is pure. 

Nothing excels Ikhla.f, because for the worshipper there is 
no goal in devotion beyond Ikh/ti.f. 

We do not say that there are degrees of Ikhla.f, because 
Ikhltis is in itself an ultimate goal, whereas that there are degrees 
of sidq is implicit in the verse in the Qur'an when God is referred 
to as asking the $adiq1n about their ~idq .. He does n?t ask t?-e 
Miikhlisin about their Ikhla.f, since that Is the essenttal quality 
which God demands of the true worshipper. 

So Ikhlti,f excels ~idq, and ~idq is inferior to Ikh/ti.f. 

Now ~idq is used in three s~ns~s: _th~ $ad~q in his wo_r~s, 
the $adiq in his action, the $adiq 1n his mte~tton: T?-e $adiq 
in words is one who tells the truth, whether 1t be m his favour 
or against him, who avoids specious interpreta~ion and deceit. 
The $adiq in action is one who never spares hi~se_lf ~nd d?es 
not consider his own personal comfort. The $adiq tn mtentton 
is one whose actions are dictated by the fact that his heart is 
turned towards God. A man, then, who possesses all these 
qualities is a true $adiq~ 

However, it must be realized that ~idq is ever present with 
the $adiq and never in any circumstances absent. (See my 
analysis on this point at the beginning of this book.) Thus, we 
have ~idq in pious acti~n, in ~elf-denial, in asc~ticis~, in trust in 
God, in spiritual hap_Pmess, 1n lo;re of God, 1n des1re for. God, 
in declaring the Umty of God 1n the Moslem sense, m the 
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qualities of the (murid) ~ufi novice and the ~iifi initiate both at 
the beginning of his meditations and after them. All theses 
stages of spiritual experience inevitably bear testimony to ~idq. 

Now the meaning of Ikb!tir is complete and exclusive con
centration on God. This focusing of intention towards God 
demands that the Mukblir shall be aware of the implication of 
things and recognize that they change constantly. He will thus 
accept what conforms with the full focusing of his intention 
towards God and reject those indulgences prompted by either 
his worse self1 or the Devil, which do not conform. In this 
state his personal vision departs and he realizes it is a gift of 
God which has replaced it. The Mukhlt[ will remain in a state 
of equanimity when his fellow men deride him because he 
recognizes God's gift of Ikblar to him, and he will be displeased 
when his fellow men praise him, since he fears that me may 
lose God's gift of Ikblaf, and he no longer considers his fellow 
men when the spiritual state comes upon him. This is a sign 
which is visible to the vision of the Mukblis, but does not exist 
in the vision of other beings. 

Now the qualities of .?idq and Ikbla"f are both present in one 
who is a Mukblif, whereas the man who is described as a .?adiq 
and therefore has the quality of ~idq, is only at the threshold of 
Ikbltif. The ultimate quality to which we refer when we speak 
of 'Ubudiya (true worship of God) in those seeking the path 
to God is Ikbltif. 

As for the genuine .?adiq, God may well grant him Ikhlaf, 
which is the next stage; in the same way the genuine Mukb/if 
may in his next stage be granted the ability (Kifaya)-which 
was lacking prior to this-to concentrate his spiritual perception 
on God (Ba~ira). The man who has attained this spiritual 
perception completely may well be granted in the next stage 
protection from his own evil instincts (Hiyata). 

At this last stage God has full possession of His worshipper, 
He has overcome his faculty of reason and has annihilated his 
struggling individuality. 

When God has full possession of the worshipper, He has 
endowed him with a new spiritual nature which replaces the 
1 In Qur'an. 
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individuality with which he formerly. ~orshipped ~od. It. is 
with this new and special faculty that 1t 1s now poss1ble for h1m 
to worship God as One. 

It is at this stage that the worshipper first reali~es to the full 
the significance of the special T awpid and that hi.s accepta~ce 
of the reality of the physical world is replaced by his perceptlon 
of reality itself. In the same way, the significa?-ce of th~ even~s 
in his life is that they are now in accordance w1th the wlll of .h1s 
possessor, the external characteristics of these events be1ng 
entirely without significance. 

When the worshipper reaches this stage, he ~an no longer 
be described in rational terms; in fact, the promptings. of reaso? 
to the worshipper who has realized to the full the spec1al Tawptd 
are nothing but evil whispers which he must overcome. 

It is Reason which formerly directed the worshipper in his 
worship when he worshipped God as ~n ~nd~v~dual,. bu~ when 
he is completely possessed by God his :nd1v1duahty 1s sup
pressed. He is, at it were, t~ar:s~u~ed. .H1s extern~l character
istics remain the same, but h1s 1nd1v1duahty has vamshed. Thus 
he is at once present and absent. 

ANOTHER CHAPTER WHICH DEALS WITH 
TAWHlD 

Know that the first condition of the worship of God-may 
He be exalted and magnified-is knowledge. ?f God ~nd t~at 
the basis of knowledge of God is the recogmtion of H1s be:ng 
One (T awpid), and that Hi~ ~nity de~ands the absolute nega~10n 
of the possibility of descnb1ng God 1n answer to the questions 
" How? ", " Where? " and " When? ". It is through Go.d 
that we can be guided aright to Him, and the means of t~1s 
correct guidance is God's permission that we may succeed 1n 
finding Him (T awfiq). • When this p~rmissio_? is granted, t~e 
recognition of His unity follows. H1s Tawptd c~nnotes .beh~f 
in Him. From belief in Him follows confirmation. wJ:Uch .1n 
turn leads to knowledge of Him. Knowledge _of Hi.m 1~phes 
obedience to His commands, obedience carnes w1~h lt ~he 
ascent towards Him which leads ultimately to reaching H1m. 
When God is attained His manifestation can be expoun.ded, .from 
His manifestation there follows bewilderment which 1s so 
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overwhelming that it removes the possibility of the exposition 
of God. As a result of losing this manifestation of God the elect 
worshipp. is unable to describe God. And, when the wor
shipper is unable to describe God, he finds the true nature of 
his existing for God. From the true nature of such existence 
(f?r God's sake only) there comes the vision of God, together 
Wlth the losing of his individual entity. Thus, with loss of his 
indiv!dual entity, his spiritual entity achieves absolute purity. 
In thi~ state of absolute purity he has lost his personal attributes; 
by this !oss he is :"holly present (in God). By being wholly 
present 1n God, he 1s wholly lost to self. And thus he is present 
before God, absent in himself; absent and present at the same 
time. He is where he is not, and he is not where he is. Then, 
afte~ h~ has not been, he is where he has been (before creation). 
He 1s himself, after he has not been truly himself. He is existent 
in himself and existent in God after having been existent in 
God and non-existent in himself. This is because he has left the 
drunke~ness of God's overwhelming and come to the clarity 
of sobnety, and contemplation is once more restored to him, 
so that he can put everything in its right place and assess it 
correctly. Once more he assumes his individual attributes after 
Fana' his personal qualities persist in him and his actions ln this 
world, when he has reached the zenith of spiritual achievement 
vouchsafed by God, he becomes a pattern for his fellow men. 

ANOTHER QUESTION 
If we consider a man whose knowledge is authoritative and 

genuine this religious knowledge demands punctilious per
formance and the man is completely devoted to it. He will :find 
that the exigencies of that knowledge will not coincide with his 
instin~tive spiritual desires. This gap, though he is aware, 
consc1ous and active, will lead him to have recourse to the 
science of the search after the return of God (I;Iaqq) while he 
is still aware, conscious and active. He then returns to God, 
humble, modest, poor and with little, and asks Him to carry 
his burden of genuine knowledge. At this stage he becomes 
able to carry out the exigencies of the second type of knowledge 
by the dominance of his instinctive spiritual desires over his 
actions and is no longer positively aware of his genuine know
ledge of the :first type, which bound him to the conditions laid 
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down in its edicts. When the two types of knowledge (namely, 
the theoretical knowledge and the intuitive) are merg~d by ~he 
discovery of the reality of intuitive knowledge ~nd the d1scardmg 
of the reality of the :first type, the elect has achieved _true know
ledge of the spiritual trial (BaJa'). He tastes the bltter _cup of 
God's censorship which makes it abundantly cl~ar t? him th~t 
he still has other characteristics and that, withm himself, his 
nature still has hidden qualities; all this while he is going 
towards absolute and genuine Tawf.iid. Bala' diminishe~ i~ its 
rigour, in proportion as the intuition dominates and co1nc1des 
with his natural desires (which are now elevated), as ~e h~ve 
already described. At this stage, he comes to the obhterauon 
of his individual instinctive desire for pleasure and also to the 
vanishing of his critical distinction with regard to th~ puri~cation 
of his instincts through the disappearance of his des~re _for 
pleasure. Then he is able fully to comprehend the true mdlc~
tions towards God from the nature of events, the changes 1n 
things, without heed for mediums o~ underst~ndi~g, s!~ce now 
his faculty of distinction coincides w1th a pun:fied mtmuon. 

ANOTHER QUESTION 

Fear distresses me, Hope comforts me, Reality unites me 
with God, and Ritual1 separates me from God. 

When God distresses me with fear, he obliterates my 
existence and takes care of me.2 When he comforts me with 
hope, he returns my existence to me after my ~bsence a~d 
commands me to take care of myself. When He umtes me w1th 
Him through the real (vision of God) He causes me to be 
present before Him and invites me. When. Go~ separates me 
from Him by ritual, He. shows me that which 1s not my true 
self and covers me up (so that I cannot see Him). In all these 
states it is God who moves me without keeping me still, who 
makes me unfamiliar with my own spirit and ill at ease in these 
states. 

When I am before God I taste the savour of my existence-

1 The word Ifaqq, according to Ibn Ajiba ( ) refers to those religious ~uties 
(Ifuqziq) incumbent on the wo:shipper which can be pe~ormed only_w~en t~e wo.rshipper 
is in a state of tafriqa, separation from God, and not m a state of;am, uruon wtth God. 
See Tkaz-ai-Himam, v. I, pp. 126 et seq. 

s So that I need not take care of myself. 
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would that ~d would obliterate my existence and cause me to 
enjoy !-fis vision, ~r that He would make me absent from myself 
and give me respite from that which is due to Him as formal 
rit~al. . Would that God would show me complete Fana-' in 
which is my eternal life. 

. My Fanti' is my Baqa'. In my genuine Fanti' God obliterates 
in ~e both my Fan~' and ll_lY Baqa', so that when I am totally 
obh~~rated, I a_~ wit~o':t either Baqa' or Fanti' in my state of 
Fana and Baqa. This 1s because the state of Baqa' and Fanti' 
apply to the existence of some being other than me when I am 
obliterated. ' 

ANOTHER QUESTION 

. Know that men are recognized by experience of their 
n~hteousness, their unspa~ing_ effor~s to uphold the precepts 
laid dow~ by God, pers1st1ng in theu devotions from stage to 
stage until. th.ey reach the true and highest stage of worship of 
Go~. .This _1s externally visible since they no longer have a 
cho1ce 1n act10n, but are content to do God's will. 

. .Th~se, then, are ~he facts accepted by the community as 
mdicatlng those combmed characteristics which appear externally 
when the ele~t have rea~~ed that stage. This true and highest 
sta~e leads hill_l to _the vlsion of God, comprehension of God's 
gmdance to Him, in modifying events for him to choose what 
God has chosen for him. These facts indicate that his fellow 
men have left him because his character has been modified for 
them a~d he _is no longer aware of them. This is the stage of 
comparuonship. In the Qu'ran we have the verse in which God 
says t_o Moses: "I have taken you unto myself as a companion." 
I~ ~his stage of companionship, the range of his movements is 
lim1ted, he can only go from God to God, for God and in God. 
He has Fanti' and this too is obliterated because he persists in 
Baqa' only through complete obliteration. 

God desi~es to return his. worshipper to the community and 
does. so, makin~ cl~ar ~he ev1dence of His grace to him, so that 
!h~ lig~ts _of His gifts in the return of his individual character
lS~ics scmtillate and attract the community to him who appreciate 
him. 
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ANOTHER QUESTION 

Know that you are your own veil which conceals yourself 
from you. Know also that you cannot reach God through 
yourself, but that you reach Him through Him. The reason is 
that when God vouchsafes the vision of reaching Him, he calls 
upon you to seek after Him and you do so. When you have the 
vision of seeking after God, you will apprehend its nature and 
the effort required to achieve what you desire. At this stage you 
are veiled until your great need for God returns in the search 
for Him and He becomes your pillar and support in your 
intense search after Him and enables you to perform those duties 
which He has chosen for you in the knowledge of the search 
after God, to maintain those conditions which He has laid 
down, and to observe those things which you have been asked 
to observe. 

Thus it is that for your sake God protects you from yourself 
and causes you to pass by obliteration to eternal life, so that 
you achieve your desire and live eternally with Him. This is 
because the unification of him who recognizes fully the unity 
of God lasts for ever, though the man himself is obliterated. 
At this stage you are your true self because you have lost the 
shackles of your human individuality and you achieve eternal 
life with God because you are obliterated. 

There are three stages in Fanti' (obliteration). 

First: The obliteration of attributes, characteristics and 
natural qualities in your motives, when you carry out your 
religious duties, making great efforts and doing the opposite 
of what you may desire and compelling yourself to do the 
things which you do not wish to do. 

Second: The obliteration of your following after the 
enjoyment of the sensation of pleasure in obedience to God's 
behests so that you are exclusively His, without any inter
mediary means of contact. 

Third: The obliteration of the consciousness of having 
achieved the vision of God at the final stage of ecstasy when 
God's victory over you is complete. At this stage you are 
obliterated and have eternal life with God and you exist only 
in the existence of God because you have been obliterated. 
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Your physical being continues but your individuality has 
departed. 

ANOTHER QUESTION 
Know that there are three types of people, the man who 

seeks and searches, the man who reaches the door and stays 
there, the man who enters and remains. 

As for him who seeks God, he goes towards Him guided 
by knowledge of the religious precepts and duties, concentrating 
on the performance of all external observances towards God. 

As for the man who reaches the door and stays there, he 
finds his way there by means of his internal purity from which 
he derives his strength. He acts towards God with internal 
concentration. 

As for the man who enters before God with his whole heart 
and remains before Him, excluding the vision of anything other 
than God, noting every indication from God to him, ready for 
whatever his Lord may command. This readiness is character
istic of the man who recognizes the Unity (TawfJid) of God. 

ANOTHER QUESTION 
Know that T aw#d is found in four stages in people. The 

first is the Taw/Jid of the ordinary people, next is the TawfJid 
of those who are well versed in formal religious knowledge. 
The other two stages are experienced by the elect who have 
esoteric knowledge (ma'rifa). 

As for the Tawpid of ordinary people, it consists in the 
assertion of the Unity of God, in the disappearance of any 
conception of gods, opposites, equals, likenesses to God, but 
with the retention of hopes and fears in forces other than God. 
This type of T aw#d has a measure of efficacy since the assertion 
persists. 

As for the T aw/Jid of those who are well versed in formal 
religious knowledge, it consists in the assertion of the Unity 
of God, in the disappearance of any conception of gods, com
panions, opposites, equals, likenesses to God, combined with 
the performance of the positive commands and the avoidance of 
that which is forbidden so far as external action is concerned, 
all this being a result of their hopes, fears and desires; this 
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type of Taw/Jid has a measure of efficacy since the assertion of 
the Unity of God is publicly proved. 

As for the first type of esoteric T aw/Jid, it consists in the 
assertion of the Unity of God, the disappearance of the con
ception of the things referred to, combined with the performance 
of God's command externally and internally and the removal 
of hopes and fears in forces other than God, all resulting fr~m 
the ideas which tally with awareness of God's presence w1th 
him, with God's call to him and his answer to God. 

The second type of esoteric T aw/Jid co.nsists in. existence 
without individuality (Shaba/J) before God w1th ~o thi:d person 
as intermediary between them, a figure over whic~ H1s decrees 
pass according as He in His omnipotence d~tet:n;mes, and that 
one should be sunk in the flooding seas of H1s uruty, completely 
obliterated both from himself and from God's call to him and 
his answer to God.1 It is a stage where the devotee has ac~ev~d 
the true realization of the Oneness of God in true proXlml~Y 
to Him. He is lost to sense and action because God fulfils ln 
Him what He hath willed of him. This implies that in ?is final 
state the worshipper returns to his first ~ta~e, that he ls. as he 
was before he existed. The proof of this 1s the verse m the 
Qur'an: 

" And when your Lord drew forth their descendants 
from the reins of the children of Adam and took them to 
witness concerning themselves, ' Am I not,' said He, ' your 

d ' b . 1 , " 2 Lord? ' They answere ut certa1n y you are. 

1 This version follows the manuscript text of ~ which is in accordance with the 
• • I "'--·-'1 - - '\ , ..._,\.i.. •\..i - and gives a significant dispreceding ~ ~· ;x, o_,s.~ .....,.. . " _ '-

tinction betwe;n ~e two esoteric stages. Sarraj, Hujwirl and Qushayri have the reading 
~ which puts an unnecessary strain on interpretation, noted by An~ari, ~he 

Merx and Hartmann al-Kuschajri, 1914, p. 50, note. In this same passage the readmg 
~. "a frame without a will" as found in our MS. is superior in commentator, v-- · 

the context to the reading in Nicholson's Hujwiri since the ~ is the individual. 

Zhukovski (text p. 363) gives pride of place to l ~ 
• Qur'an. See' above, p. 76. 
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Who existed (at this time) and how could he have existed 
before he had existence? Did anyone answer other than the pure, 
• and holy spirits in accordance with God's omnipotence and 
perfect will? His existence now is like it was before he had 
existence. This, then, is the highest stage of the true realization 
of the Unity of God in which the worshipper who maintains 
this unity loses his individuality (dahab huwa). 

The Last Question on T AWH! D from the Discourse of ]UNA YD
may God be pleased with him! 

Junayd was asked what was the final goal of the worship of 
those who have knowledge of God. He replied: " The conquest 
of themselves." He expounded that God has set out the tasks 
for those who perform their religious duties, so that they 
achieve a stage which is from God and have not recourse to 
themselves. God makes the prophets look at their elevation 
with longing. He prefers them to the saints, and the angels 
praise them when they have left behind their own achievements 
and achieve the state with God through God alone. The 
station of the rest of mankind before God is through their own 
achievements without that grace which God grants them. Thus 
it is that God requites every man, according to his status. 

RULES OF CONDUCT FOR ONE WHO IS 
DEPENDENT UPON GOD 

Shaykh Abu'l Qasim was asked concerning Rules of 
Conduct for one who is dependent upon God and he said: 
" Thou shouldst be satisfied with God under all circumstances, 
and thou shouldst not ask anyone except God." He was asked 
concerning the thought of Goodness (Khatir)1 whether it is one 
thing or more and he said: " The thought which calls to 
obedience to God has three aspects-(a) the thought which 
comes from the devil, the cause of which is the suggestion of 
the devil (Satan), and (b) the thought which comes from the 
lower soul, the cause of which is desire and the longing for 
comfort, and thirdly (c) the thought which comes from the 
divine, the cause of which is the assistance given by God." 

1 
By Khatir (passing thought) the ~iifis signify the occurrence in the mind of something 
which is quickly removed by another thought and which its owner is able to repel from 
his mind. (Hujwiri, p. 387.) 
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These thoughts may be confused one with another in the 
call to obedience to God, and one should clearly distinguish 
between them in order to perform right actions, bec~use ~he 
prophet said: " For whom the gate of l?oodness 1s bemg 
opened, let him seize it," and one must reject the other t~o 
(i.e. thoughts). (a) As for the devilish thought., God sa1d: 
" Verily those who fear God, when a thought of ev1l from Satan 
assaults them, they bring God to remembrance, when,. lo !. they 
see (aright)" (Qu. 7· zoo); (b) the thought of .des1~~ 1s t~e 
thought of the lower soul and, as the prophet sa1d: Hell 1s 
surrounded by desires." 

Each one of these thoughts has a sign, by which it can be 
distinguished from another; as for the thoug~t from the 
lower soul, the cause of which is desire and longmg fo~ ease, 
desire can be divided into the mental, such as the desue for 
advancement and reputation, the assuag~ng of ange: by _revenge, 
the humiliation of opponents and things of this kind, and 
physical, such as the desire for food, d:ink, and lust for women, 
clothes, pleasures and things of that kind. For t~e ~um~n soul 
there is a need for these delights, in accordance w1th 1ts dista~ce 
from one or another of them and the strength of the attraction 
which each class (or category) exercises on it. 

For the thought which comes from the l~Y~er s.ou~, there 
are two signs which act as true signs for dist1?gmshing the 
thought with which it is concerned. One of them 1s the pres:nce 
of this thought together with the need for o~e of .these th~gs 
that are desired, such as the presence of marnag~ (m ~he .mm~) 
together with a strong desire for women, deluding him m this 
point that his intention.was only to carry out the ~ommand ?f 
the prophet when he said: " Marry a~d be .fruitful, I wlll 
multiply you on the day of resurrect10n and m order not to 
transgress against the sayi?g. of t~e prophet " There are. no 
monks in Islam "; and s1mllarly 1n eating when t~ere 1s a 
strong need for it, and sometimes it deludes you by c~lling u.ron 
you to abandon fasting or to acquire one of the des1red th1~gs 
so that (the lower soul) says that, in keepi?g t?e fas~, the mmd 
is weakened from carrying out that which 1s obliga.tory for 
obedience to God; and that, if you invite a Muslim fr1end and 
you refrain from the desired good (in his presence), you make 
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the hea:t of a Muslim sad, or ~adden the heart of your family if 
you brmg ~ood for your family (and you do not share in it) . 
An? sometimes the thought deceives you in another form by 
saymg. to you: "Dest~oy this desire by obtaining this hateful 
thing m or.der that this thought may not persist in you and 
yo~r worship of God become confused." And similarly in other 
desl!es, the~e is delu~ion and deception. And likewise when you 
are weary m worship and you keep on in obedience to God 
against your will, then the lower soul will point out to you that 
the prophet prohibited celibacy and wearying oneself as he said 
" You are only obliged to do what you are able " and as he said 
"He who. rides ce~~elessly does not finish his journey nor does 
he keep his. camel. Nay, sometimes when you have exercised 
gre~t re~tramt your soul is very weary and is withheld from its 
des1res, 1t calls you to destroy it completely or restrain it from 
perforn:IDg its functions so that the lower soul causes you to do 
that whic.h l~ads to execution or prison and things of this kind, 
because. 1t 1s thoug~t that in these two circumstances (i.e. 
destruction or restramt) there is ease and an end to weariness. 
One of the two signs in this matter is that sometimes tiredness 
and "_'"eariness come together with the longing for ease and 
sometimes the need for something which is desired comes 
together with the motive or impulse of the desire. Then one 
should consider these two conditions and if one of these two 
conditions comes (to the mind) you know that the thought is 
from t~e lower soul a~d its need moved it (the lower soul) to 
call for lt. The c?nclus1on (of this indication) is that the thought 
comes from des1re or the seeking of ease and it is therefore 
apparent that the thought is from the lower soul. And the 
second sign is the persistence of this thought and its unceasing 
nature so that it becomes continuous and, whenever you make 
an effort to thrust it from you, it persists in you and insists so 
that there is no use seeking refuge or taking precautions or being 
w~r~ed or turning away from it, nay it persists continually and 
this 1s one of the clearest signs that (the thought) comes from 
the lower soul. Just like the child, when he is kept back from 
something, the persistence of his longing for it is increased. 
These two conditions are true signs. When they are together 
there is no doubt that the thought comes from the lower soul~ 
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And the cure for (the lower soul) in this case is either complete 
opposition to and remorseless tiring out of it (the lower sou~) 
and prohibiting it from ease when the motive of the thought 1s 
over-tiredness and weariness in worship or the imposition upon 
the lower soul of a task so heavy that it will repress it from 
moving in accordance with this thought. And if the thought 
comes from desire, the cure for it is deprivation of the thing 
which the soul desires or restraining oneself from something 
else which it desires in order to restrain oneself from the object 
of one's desire. 

As for the thought which comes from the devil, it also has 
two signs. One of them is the awakening of some of the needs 
of the lower soul at the call of desire, or the call of ease at times 
when the soul is accustomed to get that for which it longs. And 
the difference between it (the thought which comes from the 
devil) and the thought coming from the lower soul is that the 
latter persists and does not go while the former goes and comes 
again, so that whenever a man is diverted from his desire because 
of inadvertence, it persists in him when the devil reminds him 
of the desire and the motion of the soul by this reminder (from 
the devil) is greater than that of the thought which is from the 
lower soul because the latter is only a passing one at the time 
when the need is strongly felt. 

And the second sign is that this thought which comes from 
the devil originates in and comes suddenly to a man's mind, 
but the thought which comes from the lower soul moves con
tinuously by nature towards desire or ease and this is because 
the suggestion of the pevil only follows the course of speech 
between man and man so that the only difference between this 

. and that is that man does not see him (i.e. the devil) and the soul 
can only move your heart through the sense of hearing at the 
time of speech or the utterance of sound, through the sense of 
sight at the time of making signs, through the sense of feeling 
at the time of touching. The devil (Satan) causes this through 
suggestion and touching the heart and passing through it. He 
(the devil) does not know that which is hidden, but he only 
comes to the lower soul through the characteristics which are 
normally virtue in the human being. And this is the difference 
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between the thought which comes from the lower soul and that 
which comes from the devil. 

As for .the divine th~ught, it is indicated also by two signs, 
one of which, the most Important, is the agreement of the Law 
with the thought and its (the Law's) testimony to the correctness 
of th~ thoug~t. And the second sign is that at the beginning the 
soul Is weanly reluctant to accept it until one finds a kind of 
alurement for . it and this thought comes suddenly upon the 
lov:er soul wlthout any preliminary steps like the thought 
which comes ·from the devil, but except for the fact that the 
lower soul is quicker in accepting the thought which comes 
from the devil ~for the soul is readier to accept the devil's 
tho~ght and lazier to accept the divine thought) because the 
devil comes to the lower soul only through its desires and 
rel~xati.ons, while the divine thought comes through the 
obhgatlO~s, ~nd the lower soul is in the habit of running away 
from obligations when they appear. This is the difference 
between this thought and the thought which comes from the 
devil and the thought which comes from the lower soul. And 
if a thou~ht occurs to you, weigh it with these three weights and 
seek testi~o~y as to every part of it according to the signs which 
we. have Indicated to Y:ou, so that the thoughts may be distin
gwshed by you. Do with regard to the thoughts from the devil 
and the ~ower soul that which we have mentioned and repel 
them .entirely and b.e ready to accept the divine thought, and 
lay aside preoccupation and waste of time, for time is short and 
conditions may change, and beware of the temptation of the 
lower soul and the suggestion of the devil, for as one of the 
gates ?f go?dnes~ has been opened to him (the devil) you must 
close It e~ltuely m front of him from the beginning. As an 
example, If a thought occurs to you concerning fasting for part 
of a m~nth, :W~ch is laid down by the law as a voluntary duty, 
or keeping vigil for part of a night, and you may say to yourself: 
".Let me leave this for the present until I can complete a whole 
rught o~ a full month," then this is a deceitful temptation from 
the devil to shut the door of divine assistance which is wide 
open. In fact, th~ gate of divine assistance has been opened, 
and you should seize the opportunity from the beginning. 

The divine thoughts do not linger but quickly change to 
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other thoughts and readiness to grasp the divine thought is a 
demand of the Law and in it (the readiness) there are two 
advantages. One of them is that one time is better than another 
time such as the times which we are told are favourable for 
God's forgiveness, and the times when God's mercy and pardon 
descend and the grace of God towards creatures is unlimited. 
And the second advantage is the training of the soul to be 
ready to carry out the commands of the Law and to obey God 
when blessing on work is to be hoped for. Moreover, there is 
the removal of the condition of slackness from the soul and 
this is readiness to put oneself in the condition to receive God's 
gifts of mercy and in this is an advantage also in the discipline 
of the soul to be ready to carry out the Law's commands. And 
God knows and decides. 

This is the end of the rules of poverty from the sayings of 
Shaikh Abu'l Qasim al-Junayd-may God sanctify his soul and 
illuminate his grave-and Praise be to the Lord of the Worlds 
and the prayer of God be upon Muhammad and his family and 
his companions, all of them, and an abundance of peace upon 
them. 

• 
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